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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates several problems in social network analysis on misinforma-

tion prevention with an emphasis on finding solutions that can scale to massive online

networks. In particular, it considers two problem formulations related to the spread

of misinformation in a network that cover the elimination of existing misinformation

and the prevention of future dissemination of misinformation. Additionally, a com-

prehensive comparison of several algorithms for the feedback arc set (FAS) problem

is presented in order to identify an approach that is both scalable and computes a

lightweight solution. The feedback arc set problem is of particular interest since sev-

eral notable problems in social network analysis, including the elimination of existing

misinformation, crucially rely on computing a small FAS as a preliminary.

The elimination of existing misinformation is modelled as a graph searching game.

The problem can be summarized as constructing a search strategy that will leave the

graph clear of any misinformation at the end of the searching process in as few steps

as possible. Despite the problem being NP-hard, even on directed acyclic graphs,

this thesis presents an efficient approximation algorithm and provides new experi-

mental results that compares the performance of the approximation algorithm to the

lower bound on several large online networks. In particular, new scalability goals

are achieved through careful algorithmic engineering and a highly optimized pre-

processing step.

The minimum feedback arc set problem is an NP-hard problem on graphs that

seeks a minimum set of arcs which, when removed from the graph, leave it acyclic.
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A comprehensive comparison of several approximation algorithms for computing a

minimum feedback arc set is presented with the goal of comparing the quality of

the solutions and the running times. Additionally, careful algorithmic engineering

is applied for multiple algorithms in order to improve their scalability. In particu-

lar, two approaches that are optimized (one greedy and one randomized) result in

simultaneously strong performance for both feedback arc set size and running time.

The experiments compare the performance of a wide range of algorithms on a broad

selection of large online networks and reveal that the optimized greedy and random-

ized implementations outperform the other approaches by simultaneously computing

a feedback arc set of competitive size and scaling to web-scale graphs with billions of

vertices and tens of billions of arcs. Finally, the algorithms considered are extended

to the probabilistic case in which arcs are realized with some fixed probability and a

detailed experimental comparison is provided.

Finally, the problem of preventing the spread of misinformation propagating

through a social network is considered. In this problem, a “bad” campaign starts

propagating from a set of seed nodes in the network and the notion of a limiting (or

“good”) campaign is used to counteract the effect of misinformation. The goal is to

identify a set of k users that need to be convinced to adopt the limiting campaign so

as to minimize the number of people that adopt the “bad” campaign at the end of

both propagation processes. RPS (Reverse Prevention Sampling), an algorithm that

provides a scalable solution to the misinformation prevention problem, is presented.

The theoretical analysis shows that RPS runs in O((k + l)(n+m)( 1
1−γ ) log n/ε2) ex-

pected time and returns a (1 − 1/e − ε)-approximate solution with at least 1 − n−l

probability (where γ is a typically small network parameter). The time complexity of

RPS substantially improves upon the previously best-known algorithms that run in

time Ω(mnk ·POLY (ε−1)). Additionally, an experimental evaluation of RPS on large

datasets is presented where it is shown that RPS outperforms the state-of-the-art so-

lution by several orders of magnitude in terms of running time. This demonstrates

that misinformation prevention can be made practical while still offering strong the-

oretical guarantees.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Social networks allow for the widespread distribution of knowledge and information

in modern society as they are rapidly becoming a place for people to hear the news

and discuss social topics. Information can spread quickly through the network even-

tually reaching a large audience, especially so for influential users. However, while

the ease of information propagation in social networks can be beneficial, it can also

have disruptive effects. In recent years, the number of high profile instances of misin-

formation causing severe real-world effects has risen sharply. These examples range

across a number of social media platforms and topics. A series of bogus tweets from

a trusted news network referring to explosions at the White House caused immediate

and extensive repercussions in the financial markets [35]. During a recent shooting

at YouTube’s headquarters, and before police managed to secure the area, a wave

of misinformation and erroneous accusations were widely disseminated on Twitter

causing panic and confusion [74, 40]. Finally, there has been much discussion on

the role misinformation and fake news played in the 2016 U.S. presidential election

with sites such as Reddit and Facebook being accused of harbouring and spreading

divisive content and misinformation [43, 36, 1]. Thus, in order for social networks to

serve as a reliable platform for disseminating critical information, it is necessary to
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have tools to limit the spread of misinformation. Furthermore, contamination in a

network may refer to several scenarios including information propagating through a

social network, malware spreading through an online network, or sickness spreading

though a population. Since a large fraction of the population today learn of news or

events online it is also important to have tools to eliminate, not just minimize, the

effects of misinformation. Below we give an overview of the contents for the chapters

that make up the thesis.

Chapter 2. Previous work related to misinformation in social networks has

focused on the task of limiting the spread of misinformation [19, 67, 8, 20] while

we study a related problem that seeks to eliminate misinformation, or any kind of

contamination, already present in a general network. For a contaminated network,

we model the problem in the context of graph searching; a classical game on graphs

[75, 16, 26]. In the graph searching game we may think of a network whose edges

are contaminated with a gas and the objective is to clean the network with some

number of searchers. However, the gas immediately recontaminates cleared edges if

its spreading is not blocked by guards at the vertices. The model does not assume

knowledge of the location of the gas, yet guarantees its elimination at the end of the

search strategy, and assumes an edge is deterministically contaminated, as opposed

to probabilistically, which represents the case of a powerful adversary.

In the pioneering work of Brandenburg and Herrmann [18] the dual to the well

studied search number (the minimum number of searchers required to clear a graph),

search time, was introduced as a new cost measure in graph searching. Naturally, we

believe it is more important to clear the network as quickly as possible when dealing

with a contaminant. Furthermore, until now the theory community has mainly fo-

cused on the search number of an undirected graph, but one needs to study the more

general case of directed graphs as many real world networks lend themselves to be
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modelled as directed.

We study the problem of minimizing the time required to eliminate the contam-

ination in the network given a budget of searchers. We prove that the search time

problem is NP-complete even for directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) and introduce an

approximation algorithm for clearing DAGs. Furthermore, we propose a method for

clearing a network by first reducing it to a DAG which can be cleared by our approxi-

mation algorithm. Additionally, we investigate the merits of a split and conquer style

strategy and show that our strategy, which instead has searchers staying together as a

group, outperforms the (intuitively appealing) split and conquer strategy on a broad

class of DAGs. Along the way we prove lower bounds on the time required to search

a directed graph and introduce a novel DAG decomposition theorem.

We note that the study of search time is intrinsically more difficult than com-

puting the search number as we can no longer be strategy oblivious. That is, when

studying the search number, one is only interested in knowing whether some search

strategy exists to clear a graph with some number of searchers and thus can be solved

through structural properties alone. In contrast, trying to compute the search time

of a graph is closely tied to how the strategy actually plays out. The foundation of

our approximation algorithm is a modified depth-first search which utilizes a novel

stopping condition that allows us to compute strategies that do not allow for any re-

contamination of edges. Our algorithm produces an edge ordering based on which we

construct strategies for an arbitrary number of searchers by partitioning the resulting

ordering.

Chapter 3. Numerous studies have been carried out on social networks re-

garding the clearing or limiting of misinformation (cf. [19, 44, 69, 83]). For instance,

[83] presents an approximation algorithm for clearing misinformation from a social

network that models the network as a general directed graph and hinges on the ability
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of making the input graph acyclic first by placing guards on a subset of arcs. Here,

it is important to remove as few arcs as possible since such arcs need to be guarded

throughout the clearing process. In another perspective on combating misinforma-

tion, [19] considers the problem of influence limitation of a bad campaign by selecting

a set of seeds from where to start a good (limiting) campaign. This involves deter-

mining the eventual influence of the nodes already infected by the bad campaign.

Unfortunately, computing influence is #P-hard. Nonetheless, if the network is a di-

rected acyclic graph (DAG), then as shown by [23], computing influence is linear-time

solvable. Here as well, placing guards on a subset of arcs, in effect making the graph

acyclic, allows for scalable solutions.

Another prominent area of study in Social Network Analysis that can benefit

from the elimination of cycles is label propagation [38]. The goal of label propagation

is to consider the labels held by a subset of users in the network and attempt to

predict the labels of the remaining users. This prediction is useful in determining,

for example, the political leanings of users in the network or promising pairings on a

dating website. The label propagation technique of choice is Belief Propagation (BP)

[77] and it has also been successfully applied in fraud and malware detection. The

BP algorithm propagates the information from a small subset of explicitly labeled

users throughout the graph by iteratively passing labels between neighbouring users.

Unfortunately, BP has known convergence problems in graphs with cycles [38, 82] and

the exact criteria for convergence is not known [68]. As a result, alternative avenues

to applying BP directly have been explored in which an acyclic graph is first obtained

from the original network [4, 9].

The need to obtain an acyclic graph arises in many other applications. Early

interest in this problem relates to the ability to simplify the analysis of large-scale

feedback systems such as manufacturing processes. Furthermore, the problem has
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been studied in the context of online ranking problems (where computing a minimal

feedback arc set corresponds to asking for the fewest number of violations against the

ranking imposed by the arcs), determining ancestry relations, and certain scheduling

problems [34, 47, 79]. Finally, it also plays a prominent role in graph drawing [85].

Thus, for all these areas of research, having the ability to produce acyclic graphs

that very closely represent large networks while minimizing the perturbation to the

overall structure of the network would be highly advantageous. This goal can be

accomplished through the computation of an appropriate feedback arc set (FAS).

A feedback arc set of a directed graph G is a subset of arcs F of G such that

removing F from G leaves an acyclic graph. Equivalently, a feedback arc set contains

at least one arc from each cycle in G. The minimum feedback arc set problem, a

widely studied combinatorial optimization problem on graphs, seeks to minimize the

size of the subset of arcs F . The decision version of the FAS problem is shown to be

NP-complete in Karp’s seminal paper [49]. The problem remains NP-hard on several

subclasses of graphs including tournaments [2] and Eulerian graphs [78]. Investigation

into approximation algorithms for the FAS problem [24, 32, 53] in recent years has led

to steady improvements; unfortunately, the approaches that yield good approximation

guarantees are unable to scale due to unfavorable running time complexities.

Present day research continues to analyze datasets of increasing size. This requires

algorithms for computing solutions to graph problems, such as FAS, to be able to

scale to handle massive input graphs. The ability to scale is most relevant in social

network analysis and web-related problems where current datasets can reach billions

of vertices and tens of billions of arcs [13]. However, despite the importance of the FAS

problem and the many efforts devoted to studying it, a complete and clear picture of

the problem from an empirical viewpoint still appears elusive with existing empirical

studies being incomplete by only considering a restricted version of the problem, for
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example [24], or not scaling the considered approaches to real graphs, such as [3, 17].

We carry out an extensive experimental comparison of various algorithms for the

FAS problem with runtime complexity O(n2) or less that have not been compared

before in the literature on a full range of dataset sizes. The various approaches we

consider occupy the broad classes of sorting-based, traversal-based, and randomized

and fall into three running time complexity classes: O(m+n), O(n log n), and O(n2).

In terms of scalability, we observe that it is the algorithms in the O(m+n) class that

can handle graphs of billions of vertices and arcs. However, some algorithms needed

careful engineering to best be placed in a complexity class. Our optimizations are

discussed further in Section 3.2. In addition, we provide insights into the relative

performance of the various approaches and provide global graph properties that in-

dicate when the algorithms perform favourably. Furthermore, we extend our work to

the probabilistic case in which arcs are realized with a fixed probability. We adapt

our optimized algorithms for the FAS problem to the probabilistic case and conduct

experiments on several large datasets. We show that the expected number of arcs in

a FAS is usually a small fraction of the expected number of total arcs in the graph.

Our goal is to significantly speed-up the computation of a FAS and scale-up to

massive graphs with tens of billions of arcs. Furthermore, we would like to achieve

this using only a medium-range machine. In order to make the graph footprint as

small as possible, we used webgraph, a highly efficient and actively maintained graph

compression framework [13].

Chapter 4. Budak et al. [19] were the first to formulate the problem of misin-

formation prevention as a combinatorial optimization problem. By building upon the

seminal work of Kempe et al. [52] on influence maximization for the single campaign

model to handle multiple campaigns (“bad” and “good”), Budak et al. present a

greedy approach that provides a (1 − 1/e − ε)-approximate solution. Unfortunately
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the greedy approach of [19] is plagued by the same scaling issues as [52] when con-

sidering large social networks and is further exacerbated by the added complexity of

tracking multiple cascades which requires costly shortest paths computations. This

leads us to the motivating question for this chapter: Can we find scalable algorithms

for the misinformation prevention problem introduced in [19]?

The scalability hurdle for the case of a single campaign was recently resolved by

Borgs et al. [15] when the authors made a theoretical breakthrough that fundamen-

tally shifts the way in which we view the influence maximization problem. Their key

insight was to reverse the question of “what subset of the network can a particular

user influence” to “who could have influenced a particular user”. Their sampling

method runs in close to linear time and returns a (1− 1/e− ε)-approximate solution

with at least 1− n−l probability. In addition, Tang et al. [86] presented a significant

advance that improved the practical efficiency of the work by Borgs et al. through a

careful theoretical analysis that rids the approach of [15] of a large hidden constant

in the runtime guarantee.

Borgs et al. [15] leave open the question whether their techniques can be extended

to other influence propagation models. In this work, we resolve the question of [15] for

the misinformation prevention problem and achieve scalability in the multi-campaign

model. We complement our theoretical analysis with extensive experiments which

show an improvement of several orders of magnitude over Budak et al. [19]. Our

work can be viewed as a parallel to that of Borgs et al. and Tang et al. in the

multi-campaign setting. We present an efficient algorithm for the misinformation

prevention problem that provides improved theoretical gaurantees over the existing

Greedy approach by incorporating an analog to the reverse influence sampling idea.

Since influence in the single campaign setting corresponds to reachability in the

network, our solution requires mapping the concept of reachability to an analogous
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notion in the multi-campaign model of [19]. In [19] the authors introduce shortest

paths as the metric to determine the set of nodes that can be saved from adopting

the misinformation (i.e. influenced by the “good” information). Our first contribution

is to identify that shortest paths alone are not sufficient in determining the ability

to save a particular node in the network and introduce the crucial notion of blocked

nodes. Additionally, we present a general classification result that captures those

types of propagation models that require the notion of blocking and those that do

not.

Using our newly defined notion of blocking, we generalize the sampling-based

approach of Borgs et al. (later refined by [86]) to the multi-campaign setting. A

major contribution of this work, and critical difference from the approach of [15]

and [86], is a modified breadth-first search we design to compute the set of nodes

that could have saved a particular user from adopting the misinformation. Our novel

algorithm handles the notion of blocked nodes when traversing in the transpose graph

by utilizing detailed bookkeeping techniques to effectively track those nodes that

would become blocked. Furthermore, we are able to adapt optimization ideas from

Tang et al. to further improve the scalability of our approach. In particular, we show

that our algorithm can efficiently handle graphs with more than 50 million edges.

Finally, we obtain theoretical guarantees on the expected runtime and solution

quality for our new approach and show that its expected runtime substantially im-

proves upon the expected runtime of [19]. Additionally, we rule out sublinear al-

gorithms for our problem through a lower bound on the time required to obtain a

constant approximation.
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1.1 Notation

This thesis studies several problems set in the context of graphs. Here, we introduce

the terminology and notation common throughout the various chapters.

We consider simple, weakly connected, directed graphs G = (V,E) on n nodes (or

vertices) and m edges (or arcs). G has a vertex set V and edge set E. We assume

there are no self-loops and no multiple edges. A directed graph is considered weakly

connected if removing the directions on all edges yields an undirected graph which is

connected. For a directed edge (u, v) we refer to u as the start node and v as the end

node. Also, we will use the term “digraph” when referring to directed graphs.
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Chapter 2

Misinformation Removal

In this chapter we revisit work completed in the author’s Master’s thesis and aug-

ment the results with additional algorithmic engineering and new experiments and

discussion, as published in [83]. This new work helps achieve scalability to massive

social networks. We begin with a brief introduction of the problem and then present

the algorithm and new experimental results. We omit the theoretical analysis of the

algorithm and the NP-hardness proof and refer the interested reader to [83].

In particular, we consider the problem of clearing contamination spreading through

a large network where we model the problem as a graph searching game. The problem

can be summarized as constructing a search strategy that will leave the graph clear

of any contamination at the end of the searching process in as few steps as possible.

Despite the problem being NP-hard, even on directed acyclic graphs, we provide an

efficient approximation algorithm. We experimentally observe the performance of

our approximation algorithm in relation to the lower bound on several large online

networks including Slashdot, Epinions and Twitter.

We start with an overview of information propagation in social networks and the

graph searching problem. Next, we introduce the necessary concepts and definitions

from graph searching before presenting the lower bound for search time on directed
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graphs. Then, we introduce our strategy for clearing general networks and the Plank

algorithm. Finally, we provide our updated experimental results and discussion.

2.1 Related Work

The task of maximizing the spread of information in a social network is a well studied

problem with many works investigating different aspects of the problem [21, 23, 64].

More recently, the problem of limiting the spread of rumours or misinformation in a

social network has been studied by [19, 8, 20]. In [8, 20] the problem is posed in terms

of competing campaigns while [19] has the misinformation diffusing through a net-

work. All three works are modelled by the Independent Cascade Model: a randomized

diffusion process on graphs. However, the location of the misinformation is known

and nodes can be inoculated such that once a node takes on the “good” information

it will not subsequently adopt the misinformation. While the goal of these works was

to limit the spread of misinformation, we believe it is important to investigate how to

remove the misinformation from a network in its entirety. Furthermore, the unknown

location of the misinformation and the deterministic spreading of contamination in

our model captures the case of a stronger adversary.

Several variants of the (undirected) graph searching problem with respect to search

number have been studied with varying constraints and adversary behaviour, see e.g.

[26, 16, 54, 31]. In addition, it has been shown that the graph searching problem

is closely related to several other notable graph parameters such as path-width, cut-

width and vertex separation, see e.g. [10, 54, 31]. It was shown by Megiddo et al.

[66] that computing the search number is NP-complete on general undirected graphs,

but can be computed in linear time on undirected trees. Furthermore, several works

[7, 5, 45] have investigated the search number in directed graphs with similar results.
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The notion of search time for undirected graphs was introduced by Brandenburg

and Herrmann [18]. The authors note that the classical goal of the graph searching

game, where the minimal search number is computed, aims to minimize the number

of resources used and as such corresponds to space complexity. The authors study

the length of a search strategy which corresponds to the time complexity of searching

a graph. The authors ask, how fast can a team of k searchers clear a graph (if at

all), and conversely how many searchers are needed to search a graph in time t. In

contrast, search time in undirected graphs has also been investigated by considering

the length of path decompositions by [27] in which the authors show that for any

fixed k ≥ 4 computing the minimum length path decomposition is NP-hard and give

a polynomial time algorithm for k < 4.

2.2 Preliminaries

The rules for the graph searching game are as follows: Initially, all edges are contam-

inated and in the end all edges must be cleared. In a move at each time t = 1, 2, . . .

searchers (or guards) are first removed from vertices and then placed on other (and

possibly the same) vertices. In a single move some number of searchers can be placed

or removed subject to the searcher budget. An edge is cleared at time i if both inci-

dent nodes have searchers placed on them at the end of time i. A cleared edge e is

instantaneously recontaminated if there is a directed path from a contaminated edge

to e without a searcher on any vertex of that path. A search strategy is a sequence

of moves that results in all edges being cleared at the end. Then the search game is

won.

In the following example we show one possible search strategy with four available

searchers for the directed graph shown in Figure 2.1. In the first step, searchers are
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Figure 2.1: An example search strategy

placed on nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4 clearing the three blue (double-wide) edges. In the

second step, searchers are removed from nodes 1, 2, and 3 to be placed on nodes 5,

8, and 6. We clear another three edges, and mark cleared edges in green (dotted).

Finally, in a third step, we remove searchers from nodes 4 and 5, and place them on

nodes 7 and 9. We clear the final three edges in the third step leaving the graph with

all its edges cleared.

Our formal definition is similar to that of Brandenburg and Herrmann [18].

Definition 1. A search strategy σ on a (connected) digraph G = (V,E) is a sequence

of pairs σ = ((E0, V0), (E1, V1), . . . , (Et, Vt)) such that:

1. For i = 0, . . . , t, Ei ⊆ E is the set of cleared edges and Vi ⊆ V is the set of

vertices which have searchers placed on them at time i. The edges from E \ Ei

are contaminated.

2. (initial state) E0 = ∅ and V0 = ∅. All edges are contaminated.

3. (final state) Et = E and Vt = ∅. All edges are cleared.

4. (remove and place searchers and clear edges) For i = 0, . . . , t − 1 there are

sets of vertices Ri = Vi \ Vi+1 and Pi = Vi+1 \ Vi where searchers are removed
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from the vertices from Ri and then placed at Pi. The set of cleared edges is

Ei+1 = {(u, v) ∈ E | u, v ∈ Vi+1; or (u, v) ∈ Ei | there is no unguarded directed

path from the end node of a contaminated edge to u}.

Let width(σ) = max{|Vi| | i = 0, . . . , t} and length(σ) = t − 1 be the number of

searchers and the number of moves of σ respectively. Note that we discard the last

move, which only removes searchers.

While we need the Ei sets above to define how a strategy works, we only need the

Vi sets to fully determine a strategy. Therefore, we will often refer to a strategy by

only listing its Vi sets.

Definition 2. For a connected digraph G with at least two vertices and integers

s and t let search-widthG(t) be the least width(σ) for all search strategies σ with

length(σ) ≤ t and let search-timeG(s) be the least length(σ) for all search strategies

σ with width(σ) ≤ s.

In other words, search-widthG(t) is the least number of searchers that can search

G in time at most t, and search-timeG(s) is the shortest time such that at most s

searchers can search G. Thus, search-widthG(t) = s implies search-timeG(s) ≤ t and

conversely search-timeG(s) = t implies search-widthG(t) ≤ s.

For a given time t, σ is space-optimal if width(σ) = search-widthG(t) with length(σ) =

t. For a given number of searchers s, σ is time-optimal if length(σ) = search-

lengthG(s) with width(σ) = s.

2.3 Search-Time Lower Bound

The lower bound for search time on a digraph does not come as easily as the lower

bound for undirected graphs of
⌈
n−s
s−1

⌉
+ 1 shown by Brandenburg and Herrmann [18]
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since the reasoning used there does not apply to the directed case. That is, a search

strategy on a digraph can leave a node unguarded without suffering from recontami-

nation unlike in the undirected case. We follow a completely different avenue to the

lower bound.

Given a search strategy σ we can construct a set system S = {S1, . . . , St} where

each set corresponds to the placement of searchers in a single step of σ. Thus, t

represents the number of steps the strategy requires. We have the following conditions

for such a set system to correspond to a valid and complete search strategy.

1. |Si| ≤ s

2. If u, v are adjacent nodes in G then there exists an Si where u, v ∈ Si

The first condition reflects the fact that we have s searchers to work with while

the second condition ensures that every edge in G will be cleared. As a result we

have the following fact about S

∀i ∃j such that Si ∩ Sj 6= ∅. (2.1)

Equation 2.1 comes from condition 2 and the fact that G is connected since a set

Si without an intersection with some other set would constitute a separate connected

component violating our assumption of connectedness.

Note, a search strategy will also induce an ordering of S, Ω, which dictates how

the search strategy unfolds. Notice that every search strategy induces a unique set

system while a given set system may correspond to several search strategies depending

on the ordering. Next we define the progress of a set which will be utilized in the

lower bound proof.

Definition 3. The progress of a set Si in an ordering Ω is |{v ∈ Si|v /∈ ∪j<iSj}|.
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The progress of a set corresponds to the number of new nodes visited in that step

of the corresponding search strategy. The search time lower bound on directed graphs

is as follows.

Theorem 1. For every connected digraph G with |G| = n and integer s such that s

is at least the search number of G all search strategies require at least
⌈
n−s
s−1

⌉
+ 1 steps

to clear G.

Proof Sketch. The proof utilizes the set system notion introduced above and considers

an arbitrary search strategy σ for G. First, we construct the corresponding set system

S for σ. Then, we construct a meta-graph on S where each meta-node represents a set

Si ∈ S and there is an undirected edge between two meta-nodes if their corresponding

sets have a non-empty intersection. Call the resulting graph GS. Then, we note that

equation 2.1 and our assumption of connectedness implies that GS is connected.

Next, we present a special ordering Ω′ for S by performing a depth-first search

of GS. The order in which meta-nodes are visited in the DFS makes up Ω′. This

ordering may differ from that of σ and is created purely for the proof of bounding

the number of sets, t. Then, we can bound the progress ρ made by this ordering from

above by s+ (t− 1)(s− 1). Furthermore, ρ is bounded below by n as it is a necessary

condition that every node in G be visited by a searcher in order to clear all edges of

G.

In the next section we present our DFS-based algorithm for searching digraphs.
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2.4 Our Search Algorithm

2.4.1 Searching Digraphs

The graph searching problem is NP-hard even on arborescences (a rooted directed

tree where all edges point away from the root) as shown in [83], and so the task of

clearing networks, which are general digraphs, is also NP-hard. We present a method

for clearing a general digraph which works in two phases. We first compute a feedback

arc set (FAS) for the network and remove the resulting edges. Formally, an FAS is a

set of edges whose removal leaves a graph without cycles. Thus, by doing so, we are left

with a DAG which can be cleared by our Plank algorithm given in the next subsection.

In an online network the removal of the FAS edges is accomplished by simple software

agents which block communication between two users until the search strategy has

completed. We emphasize that blocking edges is much less resource intensive than

placing searchers since the latter would likely involve clearing the browser or machine

of a user, whereas blocking an edge has only “psychological” cost, if any, and it can

even go unnoticed by some users. The procedure for searching general digraphs is

outlined in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Search Digraph

Input: The input graph G
Output: A search strategy σ = (V1, . . . , Vt)

Compute an FAS for G
Remove the FAS edges from G to create a DAG G′ that needs to be cleared
Run the Plank algorithm on G′ to compute a search strategy σ = (V1, . . . , Vt)
return σ = (V1, . . . , Vt)

In the following section we present our Plank algorithm for searching a DAG.
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2.4.2 Plank Algorithm

Our Plank algorithm works in a depth-first manner with some modifications specific

to the graph searching problem. The name comes from a description of how searchers

are placed in subsequent steps. Imagine a long plank of wood lying on the ground.

We can move this plank by picking up one end until the plank is upright and then

letting it drop in the direction we wish to travel. By repeatedly moving in this way

we move the plank a distance equal to its length each time. Then, we can think

of the plank as s searchers placed adjacently on a graph so that moving the plank

corresponds to visiting s− 1 new nodes.

The Plank algorithm is a two-phase algorithm for computing its search strategy

for a DAG, G. In the first step the algorithm computes an edge ordering for G, Ψ, and

in the second step it compiles a search strategy from Ψ. In Algorithm 2 below, mDFS

refers to a modified depth-first search designed specifically for the Plank algorithm.

Our mDFS operates similarly to the DFS algorithm, but with a special stopping

condition: we backtrack if the current vertex has an unexplored incoming edge. This

ensures we do not allow any recontamination from uncleared incoming edges as our

strategy does not leave stationary guards at vertices. The Plank’s high level execution

proceeds as follows:

1. Run mDFS on G to produce an edge ordering Ψ

2. Convert Ψ into a search strategy using s searchers

Now we present the Plank’s subalgorithms. First, we have the pseudocode for the

mDFS algorithm in Algorithm 2. We assume all nodes in G are initially labelled as

unvisited and all edges as unexplored.

Note, in the case that every node in G is not visited in a call to mDFS, we

continue re-calling the algorithm passing in an unexplored node until there are no
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Algorithm 2 mDFS

Input: Input graph G and the current node v
Output: An edge ordering Ψ

Ψ← []
if v has no unexplored incoming edges then

Label v as visited
for all edges e in G.outEdges(v) do

if edge e is unexplored then
Ψ.append(e)
Label e as explored
w ← G.adjacentV ertex(v, e)
Ψ.append(mDFS(G,w))

return Ψ

more unexplored nodes in G. If there are multiple edge labellings, they are appended

together to make a master edge labelling.

Next, we show how to convert the resulting edge labelling, Ψ, into a search strategy

for G using s searchers (Algorithm 3). In summary, Ψ is traversed adding nodes to

the current step in the search strategy until a step has reached s placements. After Ψ

has been traversed we will have all the steps which make up the Plank search strategy

σ. This procedure is captured in the pseudocode of Algorithm 3 where Vc represents

the nodes present in the current step.

Algorithm 3 Construct Strategy

Input: Sequence Ψ and the number of searchers s
Output: a search strategy σ = (V1, . . . , Vt)
σ, Vc,← ∅
for all edges e in Ψ do

if nodes(e) not in Vc then
Vc ← Vc ∪ nodes(e)

if current step contains s placements then
σ.append(Vc)
Vc = ∅

return σ = (V1, . . . , Vt)

Furthermore, we introduce an optimized version of the strategy construction al-
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gorithm in which the steps that each node participates in during the strategy are

recorded. This allows us to determine if, when processing an edge e = (u, v) in Ψ, the

edge has already been cleared in a previous step of the search strategy and thus can

be skipped. In doing this, we eliminate redundantly clearing an edge multiple times

leading to shorter search strategies. We can efficiently determine if e has previously

been cleared by computing the intersection of the sets of steps that u and v have

participated in. This optimization allows us to avoid storing and checking member-

ship in a large set of cleared edges. The optimized strategy construction algorithm is

shown in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Optimized Construct Strategy

Input: Sequence Ψ and the number of searchers s
Output: a search strategy σ = (V1, . . . , Vt)
i← 0
σ, Vc ← ∅
steps ← new array of n empty sets
for all edges e = (u, v) in Ψ do

if steps[u] ∩ steps[v] = ∅ then
if u not in Vc then

Vc ← Vc ∪ u
steps[u]← steps[u] ∪ i

if v not in Vc then
Vc ← Vc ∪ v
steps[v]← steps[v] ∪ i

if current step contains s placements then
σ.append(Vc)
Vc = ∅
i← i+ 1

return σ = (V1, . . . , Vt)

Finally, we provide proofs for the correctness and asymptotic runtime of the Plank

algorithm.

Theorem 2. For any DAG G and budget of searchers s ≥ 2, Algorithm 2 and

Algorithm 3 produce a search strategy σ with s searchers for G.
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Proof. First, note that since Algorithm 2 is a modified DFS it is clear that every edge

e ∈ E is added to the edge ordering Ψ. Second, Algorithm 3 places searchers on both

endpoints of every edge in Ψ. Thus, the resulting strategy σ will have cleared every

edge at some step Vi.

Now, we need to ensure that once an edge e = (u, v) has been cleared it never gets

recontaminated. Notice that recontamination can only occur from an edge er directed

towards u. Suppose to the contrary that e is cleared in some step i and er has not

yet been cleared. Thus, Algorithm 2 would have had to have reached e when u had

unexplored incoming edges. Thus, we have a contradiction with line 2 of Algorithm 2

and therefore we will not have any recontaminating edges er present when clearing e.

Finally, since there are no cycles in G, we can never have a node with no unexplored

incoming edges that then become recontaminating edges resulting in a cleared edge

remaining cleared for the rest of σ.

In conclusion, as long as s ≥ 2, the resulting search strategy σ will leave every

edge in G cleared by the end of σ.

Algorithm 2 is simply a modified DFS with an alternate stopping condition yield-

ing the same asymptotic runtime as a traditional DFS and Algorithm 3 makes a single

pass over the resulting edge ordering.

Lemma 1. For any DAG G and budget of searchers s, Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3

run in time O(m+ n).

2.5 Experiments

In this section, we present the results of our experiments, which have the following

goals:

• Observe the performance of the Plank strategy in various types of networks.
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• Observe how the Plank strategy performs as the number of searchers available

increases.

• Observe how the Plank strategy performs as the size of the network grows.

We note that for the majority of our datasets the direction of the edges represents

a following/trust relation which we reverse to move to an influence relation. All of

our algorithms are implemented in Java and tested on a machine with dual 6 core

2.10GHz Intel Xeon CPUs, 32GB RAM and running Ubuntu 14.04.2.

For the task of computing a FAS, an NP-hard problem, we employ the GreedyFAS

heuristic introduced in [30] and remove the resulting edge set fromG. In particular, we

use a highly optimized array-based version as presented in the following chapter which

has excellent trade-off between efficiency and FAS size. Chapter 3 provides a full

comparison of FAS algorithms that have been carefully engineered to scale to massive

web-scale graphs. As an overview, the approach in [30] is a greedy algorithm that

computes a vertex sequence from G and returns all leftward arcs from the sequence

as an FAS. The algorithm begins with an initial bin sort on a set of vertex classes

determined by the degree of each vertex v in G (more specifically the difference

between the out-degree and the in-degree denoted δ(v)). In each round of the greedy

approach we remove a sink, source, or vertex corresponding to a maximum vertex

class and prepend or append the vertex to one of two vertex sequences s1 and s2

depending on its vertex class. As a result, this changes the vertex class of adjacent

vertices in G. In the end, the two sequences s1 and s2 are concatenated together to

produce the final vertex sequence from which the leftward arcs are taken as a FAS.

The algorithm runs in O(n+m) time and requires O(n+m) space. The pseudocode

for GreedyFAS is presented in Algorithm 5
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Algorithm 5 GreedyFAS

Input: Input directed graph G = (V,E)
Output: Linear arrangement A
s1 ← ∅, s2 ← ∅
while G 6= ∅ do

while G contains a sink do
choose a sink u
s2 ← us2
G← G \ u

while G contains a source do
choose a source u
s1 ← s1u
G← G \ u

choose a vertex u for which δ(u) is a maximum
s1 ← s1u
G← G \ u

return s = s1s2

2.5.1 Online Networks

For each of the networks we run our Plank algorithm on the obtained DAG with s

ranging from 0.1−1% of the size of the network increasing in 0.1% increments. Then,

we plot the ratio of the length of the strategy to the lower bound where we compare the

baseline strategy construction algorithm (mDFS) to the optimized version (mDFSO).

Furthermore, we compare the performance of the Plank strategy to a generic splitting

strategy (mBFSO) generated from a modified BFS with the same alternate stopping

condition as our mDFS. The splitting strategy sends at least two searchers down as

many branches of a section as possible similar to a BFS traversal and is generated

with the optimized strategy construction algorithm. Below we give an overview of

each of the datasets.

Wiki-Vote: First, we look at the Wiki-Vote dataset from [58]. An edge in this

network from user A to B indicates that A voted for B to become an administrator

on Wikipedia. The FAS computed contained 8% of the network’s edges.
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Twitter Retweet Network: The higgs-retweet network from [28] maps the retweets

by users of Twitter during the announcement of the discovery of the Higgs Boson.

The network contains an edge from user A to B if A retweeted B. The FAS computed

contained 0.1% of the network’s edges indicating a very DAG-like structure.

Email Communication Network: The email-EU network from [59] was generated

using email data from a large European research institution. The network contains

an edge from user A to B if A emailed B. The FAS computed contained 14% of the

network’s edges.

Signed Epinions: The signed Epinions trust network from [58] contains an edge

from user A to B if A trusts B on the Epinions review site. The FAS computed

contained 24% of the network’s edges.

Signed Slashdot: Next, we look at the signed Slashdot dataset from [58]. An

edge in this network from user A to B indicates that B is a friend of A’s. The FAS

computed contained 8% of the network’s edges.

wiki-Talk: The wiki-Talk network from [58] contains an edge from user A to B if

A has at least once edited a talk page of user B on Wikipedia. The FAS computed

contained 10% of the network’s edges.

pokec: Pokec is the most popular online social network in Slovakia. The pokec

network from [58] contains an edge from user A to B if B is a friend of A’s. The FAS

computed contained 33% of the network’s edges. The FAS for the pokec network is

the largest among the datasets we consider.

twitter2010: The twitter2010 network from [13, 12] contains an edge from user

A to B if B is a follower of A on the social network Twitter. The FAS computed

contained 22% of the network’s edges.

The new scalablility results in this section are from the Pokec and twitter2010

datasets. We show that with our improved preprocessing and strategy construction
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Name |V | |E| FAS
wiki-Vote 7,115 103,689 8%
higgs-retweet 256,491 328,132 .1%
email-EuAll 265,214 420,045 14%
epinions 131,828 841,372 24%
slashdot 77,360 905,468 8%
wiki-Talk 2,394,385 5,021,410 10%
pokec 1,632,803 30,622,564 33%
twitter2010 41,652,230 1,468,365,182 22%

Table 2.1: Dataset statistics

the network size that the Plank algorithm can handle improves by orders of magnitude

over our previously reported results.

2.5.2 Discussion

Figure 2.2 shows the running time in seconds that it took to compute the search

strategies for each dataset including the FAS computation. Most run in a matter

of seconds, while twitter2010 took approximately 25 minutes. Figure 2.3 shows the

approximation ratios of the strategies computed by our Plank algorithm and the

splitting strategy. On every network we see the optimized strategy construction

algorithm outperforming the baseline version. Furthermore, on all networks except

twitter2010 we see that the Plank strategy outperforms the splitting strategy. With

regards to twitter2010, we note that our result in [83] comparing the two types of

strategies relies on a key structural aspect of the network - namely having long disjoint

paths present in the network. However, we expect the twitter network to be very

condensed and thus void of long chains of isolated follower relationships as evidenced

by the network’s ratio of edges-to-nodes.

We can see that the size of the network does not have a strong influence on the

resulting approximation ratio. Instead, the structure of the network is the primary

factor in determining how large the approximation will be. As described in Section
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Figure 2.2: Time in seconds.

7.1 of [83], the overlap factor (a density measure of the network), which can often

be approximated by m
n

, drives up the approximation ratio due to high overlap nodes

having to be re-visited often in the search strategy. Using this as a bearing, we

see that twitter2010, pokec, and wikivote, three networks with large approximation

ratios, have an edge-to-node ratio of 15.0, 18.7, and 35.2 respectively.

It is important to remember that the approximation ratio is comparing the strat-

egy lengths to the lower bound and are therefore quite pessimistic. In reality, the

optimal strategy achievable for any given network is likely much longer than the

lower bound and therefore closer to the length of the strategy computed by our Plank

algorithm.

Finally, we also ran experiments with small fixed amounts of searchers as shown

in Figure 2.4 to illustrate how our Plank algorithm performs when few searchers are

available. We see similar approximation ratios to Figure 2.3, but note that increasing

the number of searchers allows for improvement. We outline the reasoning for this
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(a) wikivote (b) higgs-retweet (c) emailEU

(d) epinions (e) slashdot (f) wiki-Talk

(g) pokec (h) twitter2010

Figure 2.3: Approximation ratios for real datasets. The horizontal axes represent s
ranging from 0.1–1% of the size of the network increasing in 0.1 increments. The
vertical axes represent approximation ratios.
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Figure 2.4: Approximation ratio when s = 50, s = 100, and s = 200.

improvement below.

Consider an arbitrary step Vi in a search strategy σ using s searchers. The nodes

in step Vi were determined by sequential edges taken from the edge ordering. As such,

we can consider the edges used to select the Vi as intended edges, that is, edges that

we intended to clear in the current step. Given s searchers, we will have s−1 intended

edges. Now, consider the directed clique KVi on the nodes of Vi. Among the s(s− 1)

edges in KVi , s − 1 of them are intended. This leaves, s(s − 1) − (s − 1) = (s − 1)2

edges that are potentially edges of G. If any of these remaining edges are, in fact,

present in G, then the current step will clear those edges in addition to the s − 1

intended edges. We can think of these as freely cleared edges. Now, consider what

happens as s increases. We get an increasing number of potentially free edges cleared

in Vi. Therefore, as s increases, the expected number of freely cleared edges increases

which leads to more edges cleared in each step of σ. As a result, we expect the length

of search strategies to decrease as s increases. However, at the same time, the rate of
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decrease of the approximation ratio will be influenced by the size of the largest clique

in G since increasing s beyond this size will limit the number of free edges cleared.
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Chapter 3

Feedback Arc Set

In this chapter we present the results of [84] where the author considers the minimum

feedback arc set problem: an NP-hard problem on graphs that seeks a minimum set

of arcs which, when removed from the graph, leave it acyclic. We investigate several

approximations for computing a minimum feedback arc set with the goal of compar-

ing the quality of the solutions and the running times. Our investigation is motivated

by applications in Social Network Analysis such as misinformation removal and label

propagation. We present careful algorithmic engineering for multiple algorithms to

improve the scalability of each approach. In particular, two approaches we optimize

(one greedy and one randomized) provide a nice balance between feedback arc set

size and running time complexity. We experimentally compare the performance of

a wide range of algorithms on a broad selection of large online networks including

Twitter, LiveJournal, and the Clueweb12 dataset. The experiments reveal that our

greedy and randomized implementations outperform the other approaches by simul-

taneously computing a feedback arc set of competitive size and scaling to web-scale

graphs with billions of vertices and tens of billions of arcs. Finally, we extend the

algorithms considered to the probabilistic case in which arcs are realized with some

fixed probability and provide detailed experimental comparisons.
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The contributions of this chapter are:

1. We present algorithmic engineering of several approaches for computing a feed-

back arc set in order to improve their scalability.

2. We present a thorough experimental study of the known methods for computing

feedback arc sets with the potential to scale. For the comparison of these

algorithms, we focus on the parameters of running time and feedback arc set

size.

3. We provide insights into the relative performance of the considered approaches

and present global graph properties that indicate when the algorithms perform

favourably.

4. We extend our optimized algorithms for the FAS problem to the probabilistic

case and carry out further experimental comparisons.

The layout of the chapter is as follows. Section 3.1 discusses related works. Section

3.2 details each of the algorithms considered and outlines the optimizations proposed.

Section 3.3 presents our experimental results and in Section 3.4 we offer a discussion of

our results. In Section 3.5 we investigate the probabilistic case. Finally, we conclude

in Section 3.6.

3.1 Related Work

The task of extracting an acyclic subgraph from an existing social network has been

considered by Gupte et al. [42] where a measure of social hierarchy in directed

social networks was defined, which extracts an implicit hierarchy from the existing

arc directions by computing a social rank for each user. The authors assume that
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in a social network, when users connect to other users who are lower in the implicit

hierarchy, this causes them social agony. Thus, to infer the ranks of each user, the

authors compute the ranking that gives the least possible social agony. The resulting

hierarchy can be used to define an acyclic subgraph by only considering those arcs

that go from a user with a higher social rank to one with a lower rank.

In other work by [71] the classical problem of influence maximization is considered

in the context of belief propagation in Bayesian networks. The author’s approach

converts social networks, modeled as general digraphs, to DAGs via two different

approaches that clip arcs from the graph while retaining important arcs where the

predicted impact on influence dissemination is high. The selection of arcs to remove in

each approach is based on the influence region of the seed set which can be computed

via Dijkstra trees.

Up until now, the theory community has focused on achieving the best possible

approximation ratios for the FAS problem with less emphasis on the running time of

the resulting algorithms. The first approximation algorithm for the FAS problem was

given by Leighton and Rao [57] with an approximation ratio of O(log2 n) by using an

O(log n) approximation algorithm for balanced cuts. The authors appealed to linear

programming techniques to show that the problem can be solved in polynomial time.

This approach was improved by Klein, Stein, & Tardos [55] to a O(m2 logm) expected

time randomized algorithm. The current best known approximation algorithm, due

to [32], for computing the minimum feedback arc set has a ratio O(log n log log n)

and runs in O(n2M(n) log2 n) time, where M(n) denotes the complexity of matrix

multiplication.

Despite being NP-complete, the FAS problem is fixed parameter tractable in the

number of edges of the minimum feedback arc set. Furthermore, the FAS problem is

polynomial-time solvable when G is planar [65, 37], K3,3-free [73], and on the classes
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of reducible flow graphs [79] and weakly acyclic graphs [41].

Furthermore, [48] showed that the FAS problem is APX-hard, which means that

there is a constant c, such that, assuming P 6= NP , there is no polynomial-time

approximation algorithm that always finds an edge set at most c times bigger that

the optimal result. The current highest value of c for which such an impossibility

result is known is c = 1.3606.

Other approximation algorithms for the FAS problem aim to achieve simplicity

in their approach. One, due to Demetrescu and Finocchi [25] that applies to graphs

with weighted arcs, is purely combinatorial and runs in time O(mn) while achiev-

ing an approximation ratio bounded by the length of the longest simple cycle of the

graph. Their approach adopts a classical technique for approximating covering prob-

lems, the local-ratio approach. Roughly speaking, their algorithm attempts to find

a compromise between removing light arcs and arcs belonging to a large number of

cycles. Unfortunately, a running time complexity of O(mn) makes it unfeasible when

applied to web-scale graphs.

Recent work on the FAS problem has led to advances on tournament graphs (see

[24] for a survey). The restricted problem admits a polynomial-time approximation

scheme due to Kenyon-Mathieu & Schudy [53] that is achieved by applying Kwik-

SortFAS once and improving the linear arrangement by repeatedly removing vertices

and reinserting them at another position which is akin to the SiftFAS approach. Fur-

thermore, a subexponential fixed parameter algorithm for the weighted version was

given by Karpinski & Schudy [50].

In [24] the authors survey the known algorithms for computing a feedback arc

set in tournament graphs and introduce a new triangle-deletion approach that, when

combined with a powerful local-search technique, outperforms the existing approaches

on a variety of datasets.
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A body of work also exists that investigates various heuristics for computing a

minimum feedback arc set. Saab [80] provides a divide-and-conquer heuristic based

on graph partitions and strongly connected components. The divide step aims to

produce a balanced partition G = (V1, V2) that minimizes the cardinality of the set

P = {i → j : i ∈ V2, j ∈ V1} in order to construct a feedback arc set consisting of

the arcs of feedback arcs sets for V1 and V2 together with the arcs in P . However,

the costly subalgorithms required by this approach preclude it from being considered

in this thesis. Finally, there are the heuristics considered in this thesis: GreedyFAS

[30], InsertionSortFAS & KwikSortFAS [17], and BergerShorFAS [6].

3.2 Algorithms

In this section we outline the scalable approaches we consider for the FAS problem.

For most algorithms we provide pseudocode and give the asymptotic running times.

Furthermore, we discuss the various optimizations we make to each algorithm.

The algorithm that produced the best FAS size for our largest datasets, but whose

running time needed care to bring down to O(m+ n), was GreedyFAS due to Eades,

Lin & Smyth [30]. A direct implementation of GreedyFAS runs in O(n2) time, which

is impractical for large social and web networks since they are sparse graphs with m�

n2. To remedy this, we present and incorporate the use of efficient data structures

which brings its complexity to O(m+n), thus making it scalable to the largest dataset

we consider on tens of billion of arcs. Another algorithm we engineer with efficient

data structures is SortFAS of Brandenburg & Hanauer [17]. A direct implementation

of it runs in O(n3) and we bring it down to O(n2) with our optimized implementation.

Finally, we also optimize a randomized algorithm, BergerShorFAS, by Berger & Shor

[6], which computes a reasonably small FAS while running in O(m+ n) time.
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Algorithm Running Time Randomization Upper bound on FAS size

GreedyFAS O(m+ n) Deterministic 1
2
|E| − 1

6
|V |

BergerShorFAS O(m+ n) Randomized (1
2
− Ω(1/

√
dmax))|E|

SimpleFAS O(m+ n) Randomized 1
2
|E|

dfsFAS O(m+ n) Deterministic —
KwikSortFAS O(n log n) Randomized —
InsertionSortFAS O(n2) Deterministic —

Table 3.1: Algorithms evaluated in this chapter.

3.2.1 Graph Representation

We assume the vertices are labelled 1 . . . n. Furthermore, due to the large size of

the datasets we consider, our graph data structure uses adjacency lists to maintain

neighbour relationships. We make use of the webgraph framework [13] which is a

highly efficient graph compression framework that allows accessing a graph without

fully decompressing it by providing only the required components on the fly. While

webgraph facilitates scaling up to large graphs, it also presents implementation chal-

lenges as the data structure offered by webgraph is an immutable graph. As such, all

the vertex or arc removals in the considered algorithms are implemented as logical

removals.

We begin by describing the GreedyFAS approach with the remaining algorithms

presented in three groups according to their running times: O(n2), O(n log n), and

O(n + m). Table 3.1 summarizes the algorithms that we evaluate in this chapter.

Additionally, we will illustrate the algorithms using the graph shown in Figure 3.1 on

8 vertices and 13 arcs. Observe that the minimum FAS contains the single arc (3, 4).

3.2.2 Equivalent Formulations

The FAS problem has an equivalent formulation called the Linear Arrangement (LA)

problem. The LA problem takes as input a directed graph G and outputs an ordering
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Figure 3.1: An example graph with a minimum FAS of size 1.

of the vertices for which the number of arcs pointing backward from right to left is

a minimum. The backward arcs are exactly those arcs that make up a FAS since

removing them from G leaves the graph acyclic. We make use of the LA formulation

for a subset of the approaches considered.

The dual of the FAS problem is the Maximum Acyclic Subgraph (MAS) problem.

The MAS problem takes as input a directed graph G and returns the maximum

acyclic subgraph of G. Thus, the arcs of G that do not appear in the MAS solution

are exactly the arcs that make up a minimum FAS for G. The SimpleFAS and

BergerShorFAS (see subsections 3.2.4 & 3.2.5) approaches are based on algorithms

for the MAS problem.

3.2.3 GreedyFAS

GreedyFAS was introduced by Eades, Lin & Smyth [30] as an efficient approximation

algorithm for the feedback arc set problem. For each vertex u ∈ V , let d+(u) denote

the outdegree of u and d−(u) denote the indegree of u. In each iteration of GreedyFAS,

the algorithm removes vertices from G that are sources or sinks followed by a vertex

u for which δ(u) = d+(u) − d−(u) is currently a maximum. If a vertex u removed

from G is a sink it is prepended to a vertex sequence s2, otherwise it is appended

to a vertex sequence s1. Once all the vertices of G have been removed, the sequence

s = s1s2 is returned as a linear arrangement for which the backward arcs make up a

feedback arc set. The pseudocode for GreedyFAS is presented in Algorithm 6.
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Algorithm 6 GreedyFAS

Input: Input directed graph G = (V,E)
Output: Linear arrangement A
s1 ← ∅, s2 ← ∅
while G 6= ∅ do

while G contains a sink do
choose a sink u
s2 ← us2
G← G \ u

while G contains a source do
choose a source u
s1 ← s1u
G← G \ u

choose a vertex u for which δ(u) is a maximum
s1 ← s1u
G← G \ u

return s = s1s2

The intuition behind this approach is to greedily move all the “sink-like” vertices

to the right-side of the ordering and all the “source-like” vertices to the left-side in

an attempt to minimize the number of arcs oriented from right to left.

As an illustrative example, consider the execution of GreedyFAS on the graph in

Figure 3.1. Initially, there are no sinks or sources so we remove the vertex u for which

δ(u) is a maximum: vertex 4. The vertex and its arcs are removed from G and vertex

4 is appended to s1. After removing vertex 4 from G a sink is created at vertex 3. As

such, vertex 3 is removed from G and prepended to s2. Again, a new sink is created

at vertex 2. The process continues removing vertices 1, 7, 5, 8, and finally 6 which are

all prepended to s2. The resulting sequence is s = s1s2 = [4, 6, 8, 5, 7, 1, 2, 3]. Thus,

we can extract a feedback arc set of size 1 by observing that this linear arrangement

has only a single backward arc from vertex 3 to 4. In Figure 3.2 we illustrate the

execution of GreedyFAS in its first iteration when processing vertex 4 in the example

graph. We show in red and green the vertices that have their δ value decremented
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δ(3)← δ(3)− 1

δ(5)← δ(5) + 1

δ(6)← δ(6) + 1

δ(7)← δ(7) + 1

Figure 3.2: Processing vertex 4 during the execution of GreedyFAS on the example
graph.

and incremented, respectively.

Eades, Lin & Smyth discuss the following implementation details for their algo-

rithm. To begin, it is convenient to partition the vertices of G into sources, sinks,

and δ-classes as follows:

Vn−2 = {u ∈ V | d−(u) = 0; d+(u) > 0} (3.1)

V−n+2 = {u ∈ V | d+(u) = 0} (3.2)

Vd = {u ∈ V | d = δ(u); d+(u) > 0; d−(u) > 0} (3.3)

with d ∈ [−n + 3, n − 3]. Then, we can see that every vertex u ∈ V falls into

exactly one of these 2n − 3 classes. For a given directed graph G an initialization

phase computes these classes.

Each vertex class is implemented as a bin with the vertices in each class linked

together by a doubly-linked list. Then, using the bins, we can recognize a sink, source,

or vertex u for which δ(u) is a maximum. Finally, consider how to form G \ u. The

vertex u itself can be logically removed by eliminating it from its bin list. As a result,

every vertex v adjacent to u will either become a sink, a source, or an element of an

adjacent bin.
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We optimized the GreedyFAS implementation into the following two versions. In

the first version, referred to as dllFAS, we implement custom doubly-linked lists

for the bins in order to directly manipulate the list nodes and alleviate a bottleneck

suffered by generic (library) lists. When moving a vertex to an adjacent bin we must

first delete the vertex from its current list. In a generic list this deletion requires a

linear pass over the list to find the appropriate list node to delete. Only then can we

add the vertex to the bin corresponding to its updated vertex class. In the worst case,

the size of a bin could be O(n). In order to facilitate moving a vertex to an adjacent

bin in O(1) time, we maintain an array containing each individual list node of every

vertex in G. As such, we are able to manipulate the node’s previous and next node

references directly and complete the update efficiently regardless of the size of each

bin.

In the second version, referred to as ArrayFAS, we do away with the doubly-

linked lists all together by maintaining three flat arrays that mimic the behaviour of

the lists. The first array, bins, maintains the tail of bin i. That is, at position i in

array bins we store the vertex currently at the tail of the doubly-linked list for bin

i. The remaining two arrays, prev and next, contain information regarding the node

references for the list node corresponding to vertex i. That is, at position i in array

prev (next) we store the index of the vertex that is before (after) vertex i in i’s vertex

class bin. ArrayFAS aims to further reduce the space overhead and initialization time

required by GreedyFAS. By tightly packing the data structure in flat arrays we allow

for better memory management and achieve more efficient execution.

In conclusion, we analyze the complexity of forming G \ u. The vertex u itself

can be logically removed in O(1) time by eliminating it from its bin list. Then, the

update for every vertex v adjacent to u moving to an adjacent bin requires O(1) time

for each arc incident to u. As such, GreedyFAS runs in time O(m + n) and uses
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O(m + n) space. It has an approximation guarantee of 1
2
|E| − 1

6
|V | but we observe

in the experiments that the size of the FAS produced is drastically smaller than the

size suggested by the worst-case bound.

GreedyAbsFAS

In [24] a variation of GreedyFAS was proposed in which the greedy selection of a vertex

is determined by the absolute value of the degree difference, max(|d+(u) − d−(u)|),

and the vertex is treated as a sink or source depending on whether the outdegree is

greater than the indegree or vice versa. Unlike our GreedyFAS implementation where

only the current maximum δ-class needs to be tracked, the improved algorithm must

maintain both the maximum and minimum δ-classes that are currently occupied in

order to efficiently make successive greedy selections for vertex processing. However,

the approach did not offer a significant performance improvement as the difference

between the FAS size computed by each approach was always less than 1%, often

much less.

3.2.4 SimpleFAS

SimpleFAS is based on a very simple 2-approximation algorithm for the MAS problem.

First, we fix an arbitrary permutation P of the vertices of G. Then, we construct two

subgraphs L and R, containing the arcs (u, v) where u < v in P and those where u > v

in P , respectively. After this construction, both L and R are acyclic subgraphs of G,

and at least one of them is at least half the size of the maximum acyclic subgraph.

Therefore, we can return m −max(|L|, |R|) as the size of a feedback arc set for G.

The runtime complexity of SimpleFAS is O(m+ n) and the pseudocode is presented

in Algorithm 7.

As an illustrative example, consider the execution of SimpleFAS on the graph in
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Figure 3.3: The subgraphs L and R resulting from the execution of SimpleFAS on
the example graph.

Figure 3.1 with the permutation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Then, the construction of L and

R yields the subgraphs shown in Figure 3.3. We have 9 arcs in L and 4 arcs in R.

Thus, we can extract a feedback arc set of size 4 made up of the arcs in subgraph R.

Algorithm 7 simpleFAS

Input: Input directed graph G = (V,E)
Output: The cardinality of a feedback vertex set Ψ

Fix an arbitrary permutation of the vertices of G and label them 1 . . . n
L← {(u, v) ∈ E | u < v}
R← {(u, v) ∈ E | u > v}
return |E| −max(|L|, |R|)

The runtime complexity of SimpleFAS is O(m+n). Our implementation efficiently

permutes the vertices of G using the Fisher-Yates shuffling algorithm [29] on the

vertices of G.

3.2.5 BergerShorFAS

BergerShorFAS is based on an approximation algorithm for the MAS problem due

to Berger & Shor [6]. Precisely, their approach builds on the known 2-approximation

algorithm for the MAS problem that is presented in SimpleFAS. The algorithm begins

by choosing a random permutation P of the vertices of G. Then, the vertices are

processed in order according to P as follows. When processed, if a vertex has more
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incoming arcs than outgoing ones, the incoming arcs are removed from the graph and

added to a set E ′ and the outgoing arcs are removed from the graph and discarded. If

there are at least as many outgoing arcs as incoming arcs, instead the outgoing arcs

are added to E ′ and the incoming arcs are discarded and removed from G. When

all the vertices have been processed, G′ = (V,E ′) is returned as an acyclic subgraph.

Therefore, the arcs from E \ E ′ make up a feedback arc set.

The intuition behind the above approach is as follows. At each step, selecting

either the incoming or the outgoing arcs but not both ensures that the resulting graph

is acyclic. Moreover, choosing at each step the set of arcs of bigger size, ensures that

resulting acyclic graph has a large number of edges.

This randomized approach runs in timeO(m+n) and produces an acyclic subgraph

containing at least (1/2 + Ω(1/
√
dmax))|E| arcs, where dmax is the maximum vertex

degree of G. In our experiments, BergerShorFAS far outperforms the worst-case

bound provided.

As an illustrative example, consider the execution of Berger-Shor algorithm on the

graph in Figure 3.1 with an initial ordering of [3, 6, 4, 8, 7, 1, 2, 5]. First, we process

vertex 3 and observe that it has one outgoing arc and three incoming arcs. Thus, we

add the incoming arcs (1, 3), (2, 3), and (8, 3) to E ′ before removing them and the

outgoing arc (3, 4) from G. Next, we process vertex 6 adding the arcs (6, 5) and (6, 8)

to E ′. This process continues adding the arcs (4, 5), (4, 7), (8, 2), (7, 1), and (1, 2) to

E ′. Finally, we can return the arcs E \E ′ = [(3, 4), (4, 6), (5, 7)] as a feedback arc set

of size 3. In Figure 3.4 we illustrate the execution of the algorithm when processing

vertex 3 in the example graph G.

In Algorithm 8, we give BergerShorFAS, which adapts the above algorithm to

compute the feedback arc set, F , directly without first computing E ′. We do this
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E ′ ← E ′ ∪ {(1, 3), (2, 3), (8, 3)}

Figure 3.4: Processing vertex 3 during the execution of the Berger-Shor algorithm on
the example graph.

because maintaining E ′ is more memory demanding than maintaining F .1

Algorithm 8 BergerShorFAS

Input: Input directed graph G = (V,E)
Output: A feedback arc set for G

Fix an arbitrary permutation P of the vertices of G
F ← ∅
for all vertices v processed in order based on P do

if inDegree(v) > outDegree(v) then
F ← F ∪ {(v, u) : u ∈ G.succ(v)}

else
F ← F ∪ {(u, v) : u ∈ G.pred(v)}

E ← E \ ({(v, u) : u ∈ G.succ(v)} ∪
{(u, v) : u ∈ G.pred(v)})

return F

Notice that the BergerShorFAS algorithm manipulates the graph data structure

during its execution by deleting arcs. However, since we use the webgraph framework,

our graph data structure is in an immutable compressed state and therefore we are

unable to delete parts of the graph in this way. Instead, we observe that in each

iteration, all the arcs going-to or leaving-from a vertex v are deleted. In essence this

amounts to deleting v itself. As such, in each iteration, we label vertices as deleted,

but do not physically remove them from graph. We consider only those vertices that

1In applications, once a feedback arc set F is computed, using the webgraph API, we can generate
a new immutable compressed graph not containing the arcs in F in only a single pass over the original
graph G while consulting F . This process needs memory mainly to hold F .
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have not been labelled as deleted in the execution of the algorithm.

Furthermore, instead of marking both vertices and arcs as deleted, we only mark

when a vertex is deleted and infer if an arc is deleted by checking to see if either

endpoint has been labelled as deleted. In this way, we are able to achieve an equiv-

alence with only a single auxiliary data structure of size O(n) as opposed to two

data structures of size O(n) and O(m), respectively, if we labelled arcs as well. We

maintain the status of a vertex, deleted or present, via a bit set to minimize the space

overhead.

3.2.6 dfsFAS

The hallmark algorithm for graph traversals, depth-first search (DFS), can be used to

compute a feedback arc set. Removing all the back arcs of a depth-first traversal en-

sures the resulting graph is acyclic. We follow the standard vertex colouring approach

to identifying the back arcs. The runtime complexity of dfsFAS is O(m+ n).

Note, if the number of back arcs exceeds half the number of arcs in G, we can

instead return the complementary arcs as a FAS since the back arcs of a DFS cannot

contain a cycle. Recall that in the DFS ordering a back arc points from a vertex with

a higher label to a smaller one. Therefore, by transitivity, we cannot have a cycle

among back arcs.

Observe that DFS has the ability to output a FAS as a side effect of its execution,

but at no point in the execution does it make any intelligent decisions which act to

minimize the resulting FAS size. As such, the SimpleFAS and dfsFAS approaches

serve as baseline algorithms in our experiments.

As an illustrative example, consider the execution of dfsFAS on the graph in

Figure 3.1 initialized at vertex 1 as shown in Figure 3.5. The arcs are coloured blue

for tree arcs, red for back arcs, green for forward arcs and orange for cross arcs.
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Figure 3.5: The execution of dfsFAS on the example graph and the resulting arc
colourings.

Note, neighbours are visited in ascending order. We see that after the execution of a

depth-first traversal there are 3 back arcs which we return as a feedback arc set for

G.

Initially each vertex is coloured WHITE to indicate they have not yet been discov-

ered. The process begins by selecting one vertex u from the graph and colouring

it GREY to indicate that the vertex has been discovered, but not yet finished. For

each neighbour, w, of u that is coloured WHITE the procedure moves to w recursively.

Finally, if no WHITE neighbours of u exist, then u is coloured BLACK and the procedure

returns to u’s ancestor. During the exploration of u’s neighbours, if a GREY node is

encountered then the arc is labelled as a back arc. The pseudocode is presented in

Algorithm 9.

Algorithm 9 dfsFAS

Input: The current node v
colour(v)← GREY
for all vertices w in G.successors(v) do

if colour(w) = WHITE then
dfsFAS(G,w)

else if colour(w) = GREY then
label (v, w) as a back edge

colour(v)← BLACK

Our dfsFAS implementation maintains a colour array to store the colour of each

vertex as an int array with 0 representing WHITE and 1 and 2 representing GREY and
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BLACK, respectively. The use of an int array minimizes the space overhead and allows

for quick colour look-up. The runtime complexity of dfsFAS is O(m+ n).

3.2.7 KwikSortFAS

The KwikSortFAS heuristic, originally introduced by Ailon et al. [2] as a 3-approximation

algorithm for the FAS problem on tournaments, was later extended by Brandenburg

& Hanauer [17] as a heuristic for general directed graphs.

Brandenburg and Hanauer [17] extend several classical sorting algorithms to heuris-

tics for the FAS problem using the underlying idea that the vertices of a directed graph

G can be treated as items to be sorted into a favourable linear arrangement based on

the number of back arcs induced. These sorting-based approaches are applied to an

initial linear arrangement and output a sorted linear arrangement.

The motivation for KwikSortFAS is based on the classical sorting algorithm Quick-

sort. The algorithm uses the 3-way partition variant of Quicksort due to it being

highly adaptive in the case of sorting with many equal keys. In our application, two

vertices without an arc connecting them are treated as equal when making a compar-

ison and thus we have many equal items. Our implementation follows the optimized

version due to Sedgewick and Wayne [81] which only uses O(log n) additional space.

The application of Quicksort to the vertices of G is implemented as follows. Given

a starting linear arrangement, we move the vertices to the left or to the right relative

to a random pivot element based on whether there is an arc to or from the pivot.

The algorithm then proceeds recursively. We put the pivot vertex and the vertices

equal to it, with no arc from or to the pivot, in the middle and recurse on the left,

middle, and right subsets. Note that unlike in the case of sorting numbers, we need

to recurse on the middle since these vertices, though equal to the pivot, could have

arcs between them and hence may not be equal to each other. When ties must be
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Figure 3.6: Initial recursive step of KwikSortFAS on the example.

broken, in the case where the remaining vertices are disconnected, their order is left

unaltered. The pseudocode for KwikSortFAS is presented in Algorithm 10.

As an illustrative example, consider the execution of KwikSortFAS on the graph in

Figure 3.1 with an initial ordering of [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. In the first level of recursion

we randomly select vertex 4 as the pivot. This places vertex 3 to the left, vertices

1, 2, 4, and 8 in the middle and vertices 5, 6, and 7 to the right. In Figure 3.6 we

illustrate the execution of the KwikSortFAS algorithm on the initial arrangement to

show how the recursion proceeds. In this first step we see how the vertices are split

into the three categories less than (L), equal to (E), and greater than (G) the pivot

determined by the arcs incident on the pivot vertex 4. Next we recurse on each part.

We first recurse on the left, which only contains a single vertex and thus returns

immediately. Next we recurse on the middle and randomly select vertex 2 as the

pivot. This places vertices 1 and 8 to the left and vertices 2 and 4 in the middle with

the right left empty. We recurse to the left and leave vertices 1 and 8 both in the

middle as there are no arcs between them. The same is true when we recurse to the

middle with vertices 2 and 4. Finally, we recurse to the right and place vertex 5 to

the left and vertices 6 and 7 in the middle. The resulting sorted ordering after the

recursive calls return is [3, 1, 8, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Thus, we can extract a feedback arc set

of size 6 by observing that this linear arrangement has six backward arcs.

The runtime complexity of O(n log n) for KwikSortFAS assumes that arc mem-

bership can be tested in constant time, i.e. when the graph is represented with an
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Algorithm 10 KwikSortFAS

Input: Linear arrangement A, vertex lo, vertex hi
if lo < hi then

lt← lo, gt← hi, i← lo
p← random pivot in range [lo, hi]
while i ≤ gt do

if arc (i, p) exists then
swap(lt, i)
lt← lt+ 1, i← i+ 1

else if arc (p, i) exists then
swap(i, gt)
gt← gt− 1

else
i← i+ 1

KwikSortFAS(A, lo, lt− 1)
if at least one swap was made then

KwikSortFAS(A, lt, gt)

KwikSortFAS(A, gt+ 1, hi)

adjacency matrix. However, given that our graph data structure uses an adjacency

list we must search the adjacency list in order to test for the presence of an arc. Con-

veniently, the adjacency list for each vertex is kept in sorted order and therefore we

can utilize a binary search to test for the presence of an arc in G. With an adjacency

list representation, the runtime complexity becomes O(n log n log(dmax)) where dmax

is the maximum vertex degree in G.

Furthermore, since KwikSortFAS is randomized, each run may yield a different

result. To this end, as presented in [17], we also consider KwikSort200FAS which

runs KwikSortFAS 200 times on random initial linear arrangements and takes the

best result.

3.2.8 InsertionSortFAS

We include the following definitions that apply to the Insertion Sort based algorithms

introduced in [17].
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Definition 4. An algorithm A for the linear arrangement problem is monotone if the

number of back arcs of the linear arrangement output by A is never greater than the

number of back arcs of the initial linear arrangement.

Therefore, an algorithm for the linear arrangement problem that is monotone can

be run repeatedly using the output of one execution as the input to the next in order

to improve the resulting feedback arc set.

Definition 5. For a monotone algorithm A the convergence number is the number

of runs of A that strictly improve the result. The resulting algorithm is denoted A∗.

SortFAS

SortFAS is equivalent to sorting by insertion for the linear arrangement problem. The

vertices are processed in order according to an ordering of the vertices, (v1 . . . vn). In

the i-th iteration vi is inserted at the optimal position among the already sorted set

of the first i− 1 vertices. In case of a tie the leftmost position is taken. The optimal

position is defined as the position with the least number of backward arcs induced by

vi. Notice that only the arcs between vi and the first i− 1 vertices are relevant in the

i-th iteration of SortFAS.

As an illustrative example, consider the execution of SortFAS on the graph in

Figure 3.1 with an initial ordering of [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. In the first iteration, the

single vertex 1 is trivially sorted. In the second iteration, vertex 2 is inserted to the

right of vertex 1, i.e. its position is unchanged, as there is an arc from vertex 1 to

2 and thus swapping their locations would induce a backward arc. This behaviour

continues in iterations 3 through 5. Then, in iteration 6 we insert vertex 6 in between

vertices 4 and 5 as this placement induces 0 backward arcs. In iteration 7 we again

leave vertex 7 in place. Finally, in iteration 8, we insert vertex 8 in between vertices 1

and 2 which reduces the number of backward arcs induced from 2 to 1. The resulting
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Figure 3.7: Iteration 8 of SortFAS on the example graph.

sorted arrangement is [1, 8, 2, 3, 4, 6, 5, 7]. Thus, we can extract a feedback arc set of

size 2 by observing that this linear arrangement has two backward arcs: (7, 1) and

(6, 8). In Figure 3.7 we show the execution of SortFAS in iteration 8 to provide some

insight into the selection of the position that induces the least number of backward

arcs. In this iteration, we see that vertex 8 in its original location induced two

backward arcs, (8, 2) and (8, 3) shown in red, and after it is inserted at position 2, it

only induces a single backward arc, (6, 8).

Now, while the runtime of a traditional Insertion Sort is O(n2), we must take care

in the analysis when considering sorting graph vertices. In particular, in a standard

Insertion Sort, we repeatedly compare the item at position i to the left until a smaller

value is reached. The comparison done at each stage is typically a simple arithmetic

operation, as in the case of integer values, but requires more thought when comparing

two vertices in G. A naive approach is to consider inserting vi at each of the possible

i − 1 locations. However, this would require a pass over the first i − 1 vertices to

count the number of back arcs induced for each of the i − 1 possible locations. The

resulting sum is
∑n

i=1(i− 1)2 ∈ O(n3).

Instead, we engineer a more sophisticated approach that can identify the optimal

location of vi using a single pass over the i − 1 possible locations. We begin by ini-

tializing a counter variable to zero. Then, for each possible location, j, we determine
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if there is an arc from vi to vj and from vj to vi. We increment, or decrement, the

counter variable if the arc from vi to vj, or vj to vi, is present, respectively. This

process assumes that vi and vj will swap locations and keeps tracks via the counter

variable whether or not any current arcs between vi and vj would switch direction by

inserting vi at position j. For example, if there is currently a backward arc from vi

to vj then, if vi is inserted at position j, the arc will become a forward arc. Thus,

incrementing and decrementing the counter variable indicates the potential loss or

gain of a backward arc. Therefore, we can identify the minimum value achieved by

the counter variable and record the value of j for which this minimum was achieved

to use as the optimal location to insert vi at since the minimum value of the counter

variable corresponds to the location which induces the least number of backward arcs.

The pseudocode for SortFAS is presented in Algorithm 11.

Algorithm 11 SortFAS

Input: Linear arrangement A
for all vertices v in A do

val← 0, min← 0, loc← position of v
for all positions j from loc− 1 down to 0 do

w ← vertex at position j
if arc (v, w) exists then

val← val − 1
else if arc (w, v) exists then

val← val + 1

if val ≤ min then
min← val, loc← j

insert v at position loc

The above implementation of SortFAS has a runtime complexity of O(n2) under

the assumption that arc membership can be tested in constant time. With an adja-

cency list implementation the runtime complexity of SortFAS becomesO(n2 log(dmax)).

Furthermore, SortFAS is monotone which yields the additional algorithm SortFAS*.
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SiftFAS

SiftFAS, similar to SortFAS, is equivalent to two-sided Insertion Sort for the linear

arrangement problem since we can place a vertex v, not only in the first i−1 positions,

but on either side of v’s current location. Here, in the i-th iteration, vi is inserted at

the optimal position across the entire current linear arrangement and in the case of a

tie the leftmost position is taken. Additionally, the same technique used for SortFAS

to determine the optimal location to insert vi can be utilized to ensure the running

time is equivalent to that of a traditional two-sided insertion sort.

SiftFAS also has a runtime complexity of O(n2) and is monotone which yields the

additional algorithm SiftFAS*. Similiar to SortFAS, the runtime complexity given

for SiftFAS assumes constant time arc testing. For an adjacency list representation,

the runtime complexity is O(n2 log(dmax)).

3.3 Experiments

In this section, we present our experimental results which have the following results:

• Within each of the three classes of algorithms, we observe an overall trend

showing a trade off between scalability and quality.

• We observe an approximate maximum scalability of 300K arcs for the O(n2)

algorithms, 3.5M arcs for the O(n log n) algorithms, and 50B arcs for the O(m+

n) algorithms.

• We achieve approximate FAS sizes of 3-20%, 23-40%, and 11-17% for the best

algorithms of the O(m + n), O(n log n), and O(n2) runtime categories, respec-

tively.
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• GreedyFAS and BergerShorFAS provide the best balance between scalability

and quality. GreedyFAS is the algorithm that produces always either the small-

est or a very close second smallest FAS size while being a fast algorithm in gen-

eral. In particular our array implementation of it scales to the biggest dataset

we consider, clueweb12, with more than 42 billion arcs.

All of our algorithms are implemented in Java (available at https://github.com/

stamps/FAS) and tested on a machine with dual 6 core 2.10GHz Intel Xeon CPUs,

32GB RAM and running Ubuntu 14.04.2.

The network statistics for all of the datasets we consider are shown in Table 3.2.

We obtained the datasets from Laboratory of Web Algorithmics.2 We divide the

datasets by horizontal lines according to their size, small (S), medium (M), large (L),

and extra-large (XL).

The algorithms are summarized in Table 3.3. The last column gives the sizes of

the datasets that each algorithm can handle. The SimpleFAS and dfsFAS approaches

serve as baseline algorithms in our experiments.

The measures of effectiveness in our experiments are the FAS size defined as the

number of arcs in a FAS output by a particular algorithm and the algorithm efficiency

measured in running time. Our goal is to keep both parameters as small as possible.

3.3.1 Small Datasets

The small datasets we consider are the word assoc network with 10,617 vertices and

72,172 arcs, and the enron dataset with 69,244 vertices and 276,143 arcs.

First, we plot the size of the FAS computed by each of the algorithms considered in

Figures 3.8a and 3.8b. We observe that dfsFAS, SimpleFAS, and the KwikSort-based

algorithms perform the worst compared to the rest of the algorithms. GreedyFAS

2http://law.di.unimi.it/datasets.php

https://github.com/stamps/FAS
https://github.com/stamps/FAS
http://law.di.unimi.it/datasets.php
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Name |V | |E| Size (Gb)

word assoc 10,617 72,172 0.235
enron 69,244 276,143 0.721
uk-2007 100,000 3,050,615 1.764
cnr-2000 325,557 3,216,152 3.328
uk-2002 18,520,486 298,113,762 220.945
arabic-2005 22,744,080 639,999,458 342.399
uk-2005 39,459,925 936,364,282 514.289
webbase-2001 118,142,155 1,019,903,190 1,207.959
twitter-2010 41,652,230 1,468,365,182 5,286.142
clueweb12 978,408,098 42,574,107,469 23,830.734

Table 3.2: Dataset Statistics

Algorithm Abbrev. Section Complexity Type Dataset-Size

SortFAS Sort 3.2.8 O(n2) Sorting S
SortFAS* Sort* 3.2.8 O(n2) Sorting S
SiftFAS Sift 3.2.8 O(n2) Sorting S
SiftFAS* Sift* 3.2.8 O(n2) Sorting S
KwikSortFAS KS 3.2.7 O(n log n) Sorting S, M
KwikSortFAS200 KS200 3.2.7 O(n log n) Sorting S, M
GreedyFAS (dll) G-dll 3.2.3 O(m+ n) Greedy S, M, L
GreedyFAS (array) G-arr 3.2.3 O(m+ n) Greedy S, M, L, XL
SimpleFAS Simple 3.2.4 O(m+ n) Randomized S, M, L, XL
BergerShorFAS BS 3.2.5 O(m+ n) Randomized S, M, L, XL
dfsFAS DFS 3.2.6 O(m+ n) Traversal S, M, L, XL

Table 3.3: Algorithms considered

and Insertion Sort-based algorithms perform well, with feedback arc sets in the range

17-25% for word assoc and 12-20% for enron. Both SortFAS* and SiftFAS* required

4 iterations to converge. We see that even though the best algorithm with respect to

the size of FAS is SortFAS*, GreedyFAS is very close. BergerShorFAS computed a

feedback arc set that was 25% and 17% of the size of the network for word assoc and

enron, respectively.

Second, we plot the runtimes achieved by each algorithm in Figures 3.9a and 3.9b.

Note that the runtime plots use a logarithmic scale, illustrating how much faster the

non-sorting based algorithms execute. Each of the sorting based algorithms, with the
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Figure 3.8: FAS size for small datasets. The resulting FAS size is given as a percentage
of the total number of arcs in the corresponding graph.
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Figure 3.9: Running time for small datasets.

exception of KwikSortFAS, required at least 70 seconds to complete on the word -

assoc network. The difference is even more severe on the enron network where dfsFAS,

SimpleFAS, BergerShorFAS, KwikSortFAS, and GreedyFAS each complete in about 2

seconds followed by a jump up to 257 seconds for KwikSort200FAS, 1,628 for SortFAS,

3,456 for SiftFAS, 6,847 seconds for SiftFAS* with 2 iterations, and 8,429 seconds for

SortFAS* with 5 iterations.

In summary, on the small datasets, the feedback arc set of minimum size was

computed by SortFAS*, followed closely by GreedyFAS. On the other hand, the latter
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was more than one order of magnitude faster than the former. As such, GreedyFAS

provides simultaneously a good quality FAS and a small running time. Overall, the

quickest algorithms were the suite of non-sorting algorithms in addition to the single

pass KwikSortFAS algorithm.

3.3.2 Medium Datasets

The medium datasets we consider are the uk-2007 network containing 100,000 ver-

tices and 3,050,615 arcs and the cnr-2000 network containing 325,557 vertices and

3,216,152 arcs. On the medium sized datasets, the SortFAS and SiftFAS algorithms

and their converging versions fail to complete in a reasonable amount of time and are

therefore omitted from the following plots.
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Figure 3.10: FAS size for medium datasets. The resulting FAS size is given as a
percentage of the total number of arcs in the corresponding graph.
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Figure 3.11: Running time for medium datasets.
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First, we plot the size of the FAS computed by each of the algorithms considered

in Figures 3.10a and 3.10b. We see that the dfsFAS, SimpleFAS, and the KwikSort

based algorithms perform the worst. For the uk-2007 network, dfsFAS and SimpleFAS

compute a feedback arc set in the range 47-50% of the size of the network, while the

KwikSort based algorithms compute feedback arc sets in the range 24 − 26%. In

contrast, GreedyFAS and BergerShorFAS achieve impressively small feedback arc

sets of 10% and 13%, respectively. We observe very similar results for the cnr-2000

network.

Second, we plot the runtimes achieved by each algorithm in Figures 3.11a and

3.11b. Again, we employ a logarithmic scale to best illustrate the substantial gap in

runtimes among the tested algorithms.

We observe that the KwikSort-based algorithms are from one to several orders of

magnitude slower than the non-sorting-based algorithms. The latter all completed

in under 3 seconds on both networks with dfsFAS, SimpleFAS, and BergerShorFAS

each about a second quicker than the GreedyFAS implementations.

In summary, on the medium datasets, as we move beyond the capabilities of

the Insertion Sort-based algorithms, we observe the feedback arc set of minimum

size being computed by GreedyFAS, followed by BergerShorFAS. With respect to

runtimes, dfsFAS, SimpleFAS, and BergerShorFAS narrowly beat GreedyFAS, with

all algorithms running in a very reasonable amount of time.

3.3.3 Large and Extra-Large Datasets

The largest, or web-scale, datasets we consider are uk-2002, arabic-2005, uk-2005,

webbase-2001, twitter-2010, and clueweb12. On these datasets, the KwikSort-based

algorithms fail to complete in a reasonable amount of time and are therefore omitted

from the following plots, leaving us with only those algorithms that run linear in the
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number of arcs and vertices of the graph.
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Figure 3.12: FAS size for large and extra-large datasets. The resulting FAS size is
given as a percentage of the total number of arcs in the corresponding graph.

We plot the size of the FAS computed by each of the algorithms considered in

Figure 3.12 and the runtimes achieved by each algorithm in Figure 3.13. On these

datasets we observe a consistent trade-off between running time and feedback arc set

size. dfsFAS and SimpleFAS complete the quickest across all the datasets, followed

closely by BergerShorFAS and then by GreedyFAS.

On clueweb12 because of its massive size, only the array-based implementation of

GreedyFAS could run with the available memory.

GreedyFAS trades running time for feedback arc set quality. It outperforms all

of the tested algorithms on every dataset with respect to the FAS size. The dfsFAS

and SimpleFAS algorithms produce unacceptably large feedback arc sets that are

approximately 50% of the size of the network while GreedyFAS is around 15% on

average. Furthermore, GreedyFAS beats its closest competitor, BergerShorFAS, by

about 4%.

Remarkably, on clueweb12, a dataset of more than 42 billion arcs, GreedyFAS
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Figure 3.13: Running time for large and extra-large datasets.

achieves an impressive 3.6% FAS size, compared to BergerShorFAS with 16%. Being

able to scale greedyFAS to such an extra-large dataset is a significant contribution of

this chapter.

3.4 Discussion

In this section, we summarize and discuss the most important results of the pre-

sented experiments. In particular, we provide insight into the expected and actual

performance of the algorithms both independently and relative to each other.

First, we discuss when we expect each approach to perform well independently

and provide global graph properties that suggest when a particular approach will

perform well. Both the GreedyFAS and BergerShorFAS approaches benefit when

there are many source and sink-like vertices present in G. Therefore, indication of

when they will perform well can be extracted from the δ-values of the top-k vertices.

Recall that during the execution of BegerShorFAS the vertices are processed in a
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Name Ftopk s ≤ 0.1 s ∈ (0.1, 0.4) s ≥ 0.4 f ≤ 0.1 f ∈ (0.1, 0.4) f ≥ 0.4 L-|M |
word assoc 19.40 0.3208 0.6792 0.0 0.5402 0.3552 0.1348 0.4789
enron 74.30 0.3035 0.4682 0.2298 0.8577 0.0924 0.0557 0.5156
uk-2007 63.42 0.8250 0.1690 0.0060 0.5242 0.3730 0.1277 0.3750
cnr-2000 62.40 0.4104 0.3853 0.2061 0.3779 0.3590 0.3001 0.5059
uk-2002 60.98 0.7086 0.1664 0.1253 0.4088 0.4242 0.2048 -
arabic-2005 79.94 0.5414 0.1296 0.3292 0.4303 0.4359 0.1671 -
uk-2005 41.98 0.2748 0.4491 0.2769 0.3969 0.4238 0.2146 -
webbase-2001 60.16 0.5291 0.2749 0.1977 0.3846 0.3723 0.2872 -
twitter-2010 98.23 0.2049 0.3683 0.4271 0.3143 0.4365 0.2913 -
clueweb12 59.19 0.4920 0.3025 0.2058 0.5249 0.3675 0.1299 -

Table 3.4: Additional Dataset Statistics. The fraction (in %) of total arcs accounted
for by the top-k vertices is given by Ftopk while the skew of the top-k vertices is given
by s. The fraction of vertices added to the FAS in each iteration of BS is given
by f . Finally, L-|M | represents the fraction of recursive iterations in KS that have
|M | > 0.9n.

random order. However, since the top-k vertices have such large neighbourhoods, we

expect the neighbourhood of a top-k vertex u when it is processed to be similar to

its initial neighbourhood. It is unlikely that a significant fraction of u’s neighbours

have been removed from G by the time u is processed due to the sheer number of

them. Therefore, we can look at the δ-values of the top-k vertices as an indication of

whether or not a large number of arcs will be added to the FAS from such vertices.

Note that for the networks considered, the top 1% of vertices by degree comprise, on

average, 60% of the arcs of the entire network with a peak of 98% for twitter-2010.

Thus, if the δ-values for these vertices are favorable (|δ| � 0) then we can expect a

small fraction of the top-k vertices arc’s to be included in the FAS. In Table 3.4 we

show the percentage of total arcs accounted for by the top 1% of vertices and the

distribution of their skews defined as the lesser of the indegree and outdegree of a

vertex u as a fraction of u’s total degree. Note, a small skew corresponds to a large

absolute δ-value and a very source/sink-like vertex.

Unlike traditional numerical sorting problems, where there is a total ordering on

the data, a difficulty in applying sorting techniques to the FAS problem is a lack
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of transitivity which sorting algorithms are designed to exploit. In fact, real-world

networks are far from exhibiting a total ordering because of their sparsity (typically

m� n2). Therefore, we end up applying these sorting techniques in a setting that not

only lacks a total ordering and transitivity, but is far from exhibiting such properties.

Instead, we would expect the sorting-based approaches to perform best on graphs that

exhibit nearly total orderings which necessitates a much higher density. Consider the

KwikSortFAS algorithm, in which the order of equal vertices is left unaltered. We

can expect that in sparse graphs there will be many vertices determined to be equal

in each iteration which can lead to poor performance since large subsections of the

ordering will not be modified in a meaningful way. This fact is highlighted in Table

3.4 where the fraction of iterations of KwikSortFAS for which the size of the equal

items is greater than 90% of the total vertices in G is presented.

Unfortunately, for traversal-based approaches there are no global graph properties

we can point to that would indicate the resulting performance. This is simply due

to the fact that the traversal-based approaches have the ability to output a FAS as

a side effect of their execution, but at no point in their execution do they make any

intelligent decisions which act to minimize the resulting FAS size.

Second, we will discuss how we expect the various approaches to perform relative

to each other and compare this to the experimental results. As mentioned previously,

BergerShorFAS and GreedyFAS both function around δ-values, but GreedyFAS has

a distinct advantage in that it updates the δ-values during execution. This leads to

better decision making by ensuring the processing of the most sink and source-like

vertices first. Furthermore, notice that BergerShorFAS always adds some number

of arcs to the FAS for non-source/sink vertices. In contrast, GreedyFAS has the

potential to avoid adding arcs to the FAS depending on the previous vertices added

to the vertex ordering. That is, GreedyFAS may append a non-source/sink vertex u
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to the ordering for which all outgoing arcs point to vertices to the right of u in the

ordering and all incoming arcs point to vertices to the left of u. Thus, we expect

GreedyFAS to outperform BergerShorFAS which is exactly what we observe in our

experiments.

In comparing GreedyFAS and the sorting-based approaches, notice that Greedy-

FAS can be considered a 2-sided selection sort. However, GreedyFAS relies less on

the transitivity property since it makes local greedy choices. Therefore, in sparse

networks, we expect GreedyFAS to outperform the other sorting-based approaches

which happens to be the case with the exception of the SortFAS* algorithm. Further-

more, while GreedyFAS builds up an ordering from scratch, the other sorting-based

approaches manipulate an existing ordering. The resulting pitfall is that the sorting-

based approaches can get stuck in local minima.

Finally, we investigated the effect of two graph properties related to social net-

works: power-law degree distribution and the small-world phenomenom. We con-

structed synthetic networks using iGraph in the R programming language on 10,000

vertices according to the preferential attachment model [14] for power-law degree

distribution and the Watts-Strogatz model [88] for the small-world effect. In the

Watts-Strogatz model we vary the re-wiring probability from 5− 25% and observe a

linear decrease in the size of the FAS output by both GreedyFAS and BergerShorFAS.

The FAS computed by GreedyFAS ranges from 39 − 27% and 43 − 36% for Berger-

ShorFAS. Observe that such a decrease lines up with our intuition since re-wiring

leads to larger |δ|-values for the vertices of G. In the preferential attachment model

we did not observe any meaningful difference across a wide range of parameter values.

In summary, the only algorithms that were able to scale to large and extra-large

graphs were those that ran in time linear in the number of vertices and arcs of the

graph. Furthermore, within the complexity class of linear algorithms the GreedyFAS
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algorithm was unable to scale with a direct implementation of the original algorithm

and was only able to complete in a reasonable amount of time due to our careful

algorithmic engineering. As such, any new method for computing a feedback arc set

that aspires to scale should be developed with a linear runtime complexity.

With regard to approximation ratios, each of the algorithms with performance

guarantees computed feedback arc sets well below the guaranteed size. Therefore, it

is important not to disregard a proposed heuristic based on its worst-case approxi-

mation ratio alone. Additionally, it does not appear that randomization (i.e. Berger-

ShorFAS, simpleFAS, KwikSortFAS) provides a distinct advantage over deterministic

approaches with no real pattern to the results based on randomization alone.

Interestingly, unlike the results of [17] regarding the sorting-based approaches,

we found that the SortFAS algorithm computed a smaller FAS on the small datasets

than the SiftFAS algorithm. However, the experiments from [17] make use of synthetic

graphs which are not guaranteed to match the network structure of the real graphs and

the different network structure may play a role in the performance of each approach.

It is an open problem to understand how the structure of the network influences the

performance of different approaches to the FAS problem.

3.5 The Probabilistic Case

Traditionally, much of the investigation into the FAS problem from the practitioner’s

perspective has focused on the unweighted case. However, large datasets often contain

information that is uncertain (probabilistic) in nature. For example, in large social

networks, the arc probability may denote the accuracy of a link prediction [62], or

the influence of one user on another, e.g., in viral marketing [52]. Uncertainty can

also be injected intentionally for obfuscating the identity of users for privacy reasons
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[11]. Our confidence in such relations is commonly quantified using probability, and

we say that the relation exists with a probability of existence p. In this section, we

consider probabilistic graphs (also called uncertain graphs), whose arcs are labeled

with a probability of existence. Probabilistic graphs have been used extensively in

modeling, for example, communication networks, social networks, protein interaction

networks, and regulatory networks in biological systems.

More formally, let G = (V,E, p) be a probabilistic graph, where p : E → [0, 1]

is the function that assigns a probability of existence to each arc e ∈ E. Following

the literature (cf. [56, 60]), we assume that the existence of different arcs are mutu-

ally independent events. A probabilistic graph is a probability distribution over 2m

deterministic graphs, each of which is a subgraph of the directed graph (V,E). The

set of possible deterministic graphs is called the set of “possible worlds” of G. In a

probabilistic graph, the expected number of arcs in a possible world G = (V,EG) of

G is given by E(|EG|) =
∑

e∈E p(e). Thus, removing a feedback arc set from a prob-

abilistic graph G ensures that all possible worlds of G will be acyclic with the exact

weight associated with a particular world’s feedback arc set depending on the exact

composition of arcs that are realized. Then, we can compute the expected number of

arcs in a FAS F as E(|F |) =
∑

e∈F p(e).

Traditionally, much of the investigation into the FAS problem from the practi-

tioner’s perspective has focused on the unweighted case while the work in the theory

community addresses approximation guarantees in both the unweighted and weighted

case. However, recent work on social network analysis, such as the seminal work by

Kleinberg et al. [52] relating to influence maximization in a social network, naturally

lends itself to representing the network by a weighted graph. In this context, a social

network can be modeled as a directed graph with the users represented by the vertices

of G. Then, each arc (u, v) has an associated weight, pu,v ∈ [0, 1], which is used to
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model the direct influence u has on v.

3.5.1 Algorithms

We investigate adaptations of the most promising class of algorithms from the previ-

ous section to apply to probabilistic graphs since, to the best of our knowledge, there

are no specialized algorithms for the weighted feedback arc set problem in the litera-

ture that run in linear time. We consider those O(m+n) algorithms that present the

opportunity to take arc probabilities into consideration during execution. For exam-

ple, we do not consider SimpleFAS since it has no opportunity to take actions based

on arc probabilities and therefore the execution on a probabilistic graph would not

differ. On the other hand, we consider versions of the GreedyFAS and BergerShorFAS

algorithms for probabilistic graphs.

Probabilistic Greedy (pG)

Recall that in the standard GreedyFAS approach we compute a delta class, δ(u), for

each vertex u ∈ G. In the unweighted case, by definition, δ(u) only takes on integer

values and therefore we have an exact expression for the number of possible δ-classes.

However, in the probabilistic case, a natural extension to the original approach would

be to compute δ(u) as w+(u)−w−(u) where w+(u) and w−(u) are the sum of the out

and in-probabilities of u, respectively. As such, δ(u) gives the expected difference of

the outdegree from the indegree of u.

Unfortunately, the above adaptation of δ(u) leads to the set of possible δ-class

values as being any real value in the range [3 − n, n − 3]. Instead, we introduce the

concept of an approximate δ-class where we maintain the exact δ(u) value for each

vertex u ∈ G, but place u in the approximate δ(u)-class computed by bw+(u)−w−(u)c.

Using the concept of approximate δ-classes we are able to maintain the logic of the
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original GreedyFAS. However, we must take care when deleting a vertex v from G.

In GreedyFAS, a neighbour v of u has its δ-class incremented or decremented when

forming G\u, whereas in the probabilistic case we only move v to an adjacent δ-class

if the probability on the arc (u, v) changes the exact δ(v) value enough to cross the

threshold into a different approximate δ-class.

Probabilistic Berger-Shor (pBS)

The probabilistic version of BergerShorFAS follows a natural extension by altering its

decision function for updating set F to incorporate the probabilities on the arcs. Here,

when processing a vertex u, if the expected number of outgoing arcs (as computed

by the sum of probabilities of outgoing arcs) is greater than or equal to the sum of

the probabilites of the incoming arcs, then the incoming arcs are removed from G

and added to F while the outgoing arcs are removed from G and discarded. If the

sum of the probabilities of the incoming arcs is greater, instead the incoming arcs

are discarded and the outgoing arcs are added to F . After processing each vertex,

the arcs in F form a probabilistic FAS in which the expected number of arcs for a

possible world is E(|F |) =
∑

e∈F p(e).

Probabilistic DFS (pDFS)

Finally, we consider a depth-first version of a Priority-First Search. We alter the

standard depth-first traversal so as to visit neighbours in decreasing order of arc

probabilities. That is, when processing a vertex u, the algorithm attempts to re-

cursively visit the unvisited neighbour v for which pu,v is a maximum first followed

by progressively less probable arcs. This natural extension attempts to include as

many high probability arcs as possible in the discovery of the DFS tree. By visiting

neighbours in this way, the back arcs encountered should be less probable on average
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and thus it will bear a lesser contribution in the expected size of a feedback arc set

for a possible world.

3.5.2 Experiments

The measures of effectiveness in the probabilistic case are expected FAS size defined

as the expected number of arcs in a FAS output by a particular probabilistic FAS

algorithm and the efficiency measured in running time, both of which we aim to

minimize.

Due to the increased storage size of a probabilistic graph from the requirement of

storing arc probabilities in addition to the network structure, we consider the medium

datasets and a subset of the large datasets. We construct probabilistic versions of

the datasets by randomly assigning probabilities in the range [0, 1] to the arcs of

each graph. In Figure 3.14 we plot the ratio of the expected size of the FAS to the

expected number of arcs in a possible world, i.e. the sum of the probabilities of the

FAS against the sum of the probabilities of the arcs in the graph, while Figure 3.15

shows the running times.

We observe that the adapted algorithms for GreedyFAS 3 and BergerShorFAS

see an improvement in terms of the expected FAS size for several datasets compared

to the unweighted case. For example, for GreedyFAS, the improvement is around

8% (= 1− 12/13) on cnr-2000 and arabic-2005, 7% (= 1− 15/16) on webbase-2001,

and 6% (= 1 − 15/16) on uk-2005. This shows that when the algorithms’ logic is

adapted to take into consideration the arc probabilities the resulting quality improves

in terms of expected FAS size compared to the unweighted case. The additional

information available leads to the algorithms choosing feedback arc sets that contain

low probability arcs resulting in a smaller expected value. Interestingly, the opposite

3We have extended the array version of GreedyFAS.
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is true of the dfsFAS adaptation in which it performs slightly worse than in the

unweighted case.
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Figure 3.14: Expected FAS sizes for probabilistic versions of algorithms. The resulting
expected FAS size is given as a percentage of the total number of expected arcs in
the corresponding graph.
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Figure 3.15: Running time for probabilistic versions of algorithms.

3.6 Conclusions

To conclude, this chapter presented a thorough experimental investigation into the

FAS problem. We presented highly optimized implementations of GreedyFAS, Berg-

erShorFAS, and the sorting-based heuristics. Within each of the three complexity

classes of algorithms we observe an overall trend showing a trade off between scal-
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ability and quality. We observe an approximate maximum scalability of 300K arcs

for the O(n2) algorithms, 3.5M arcs for the O(n log n) algorithms, and 50B arcs for

the O(m + n) algorithms. We achieve approximate FAS sizes of 3-20%, 23-40%,

and 11-17% for the best algorithms of the O(m+ n), O(n log n), and O(n2) runtime

categories, respectively. GreedyFAS and BergerShorFAS provide the best balance

between scalability and quality. GreedyFAS is the algorithm that produces always ei-

ther the smallest or a very close second smallest FAS size while being a fast algorithm

in general. In particular our G-arr implementation scales to the biggest dataset we

consider, clueweb12, with more than 42 billion arcs.

In addition, we can look to the skew of the top-k vertices as an indication of when

the GreedyFAS and BergerShorFAS algorithms are expected to perform favourably.

For the sorting-based approaches, we can use the sparsity of G as an indication of

the expected performance.
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Chapter 4

Misinformation Prevention

In this chapter we consider misinformation propagating through a social network

and study the problem of its prevention. In this problem, a “bad” campaign starts

propagating from a set of seed nodes in the network and we use the notion of a

limiting (or “good”) campaign to counteract the effect of misinformation. The goal is

to identify a set of k users that need to be convinced to adopt the limiting campaign

so as to minimize the number of people that adopt the “bad” campaign at the end of

both propagation processes.

This chapter presents RPS (Reverse Prevention Sampling), an algorithm that

provides a scalable solution to the misinformation prevention problem. Our theo-

retical analysis shows that RPS runs in O((k + l)(n + m)( 1
1−γ ) log n/ε2) expected

time and returns a (1 − 1/e − ε)-approximate solution with at least 1 − n−l prob-

ability (where γ is a typically small network parameter). The time complexity of

RPS substantially improves upon the previously best-known algorithms that run in

time Ω(mnk · POLY (ε−1)). We experimentally evaluate RPS on large datasets and

show that it outperforms the state-of-the-art solution by several orders of magnitude

in terms of running time. This demonstrates that misinformation prevention can be

made practical while still offering strong theoretical guarantees.
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In summary, the contributions of this chapter are:

1. We introduce the concept of blocked nodes that fully captures the necessary

conditions for preventing the adoption of misinformation in the multi-campaign

model.

2. We design and implement a novel BFS-based algorithm for computing the set

of nodes that could save a particular user from adopting the misinformation.

3. We propose a misinformation prevention approach that returns a (1− 1/e− ε)-

approximate solution with high probability in the multi-campaign model and

show that its expected runtime substantially improves upon the expected run-

time of the algorithm of Budak et al. [19].

4. We give a lower bound of Ω(m + n) on the time required to obtain a constant

approximation for the misinformation prevention problem.

5. We experiment with large datasets and show that our algorithm gives an im-

provement of several orders of magnitude over Budak et al. [19] and can effi-

ciently handle graphs with more than 50 million edges.

We begin with an overview of the related work before the preliminaries section

that defines the diffusion model, problem definition, notation, and new definitions.

Next, we present our misinformation prevention approach and describe the novel

algorithm for computing the set of nodes that could save a given user from adopting

the misinformation. Finally, we introduce two new lower bounds followed by our

experimental results.
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4.1 Related Work

There exists a large body of work on the Influence Maximization problem first pro-

posed by Kempe et al. [52]. The primary focus of the research community has been

related to improving the practical efficiency of the Greedy approach under the Inde-

pendent Cascade (IC) or Linear Threshold (LT) propagation models. These works

fall into two categories: heuristics that trade efficiency for approximation guarantees

[46, 87] and practical optimizations that speed up Greedy while retaining the approx-

imation guarantees [58, 23, 39]. Leskovec et al. [58] present algorithmic optimizations

to Greedy that reduces the runtime up to 700-fold by avoiding the evaluation of the

expected influence for many node sets, while [23, 39] provide further refinements to

the approach of [58]. Despite these advancements, the ability of Greedy to scale to

web-scale networks remained unfeasible.

The breakthrough work of Borgs’ et al. [15] brought the first asymptotic runtime

improvements while maintaining the (1 − 1/e − ε)-approximation guarantees with

their reverse influence sampling technique. Furthermore, the authors prove their

approach is near-optimal under the IC model. Tang et al. [86] presented practical and

theoretical improvements to the approach of Borgs’ et al. that lead to the elimination

of a large hidden constant in the runtime and novel heuristics that result in up to

100-fold improvements to the runtime of their TIM approach.

Related to the ongoing work in identifying influential users in a network, there

has been a significant amount of work on incorporating the spread of competing cam-

paigns [8, 63, 76, 44] and the spread of misinformation and rumours [19, 33, 72, 61] by

augmenting or extending the IC or LT propagation models. In particular, the work

of [19] and [44] best capture the idea of preventing the spread of misinformation set

in multi-campaign versions of the IC and LT models respectively since both aim to
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minimize the number of users that end up adopting the misinformation. Unfortu-

nately, despite both objective functions proving to be monotone and submodular, the

Greedy solution used in [19] is plagued by the same scaling issues as [52] when con-

sidering large social networks and is further exacerbated by the added complexity of

tracking multiple cascades which requires costly shortest paths computations. Mean-

while, the heuristics introduced in [44] improve the scalability but lack the theoretical

guarantees of the Greedy solution.

The work most related to ours is [63] where the authors extend the reverse in-

fluence sampling technique of [15] to competing campaigns (such as two competing

products) as opposed to misinformation prevention. However, their work differs from

ours in an important way: the authors use the COIC model of [19] (as opposed to the

MCIC model) where the edge probabilities are campaign oblivious. That is, no mat-

ter which information reaches a node, it is propagated with a single fixed probability

for both campaigns. Importantly, the COIC model does not require the concept of

blocking defined in this thesis. Since all probabilities are the same, shortest paths

suffice for determining which campaign a node adopts. Therefore the work of [63]

does not require the new definitions we introduce to close the shortest paths gap

in the analysis of [19] for the MCIC model. Budak et al. note that this alternative

model does not capture the notion of misinformation as well as the MCIC model,

but instead that it is better suited for the spread of multiple competing campaigns.

Finally, the scalability of their approach is orders of magnitude less than ours as their

largest experiments are on a network with only 500,000 edges.
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4.2 Preliminaries

In this section, we formally define the multi-campaign diffusion model, the eventual

influence limitation problem presented by Budak et al. [19], and present an overview of

Kempe et al. and Borgs et al.’s work [52, 15] on the influence maximization problem.

4.2.1 Diffusion Model

Let C (for “bad Campaign”) and L (for “Limiting”) denote two influence campaigns in

a social network G. Furthermore, assume that each directed edge e in G is associated

with propagation probabilities pC(e), pL(e) ∈ [0, 1]. Further, let G be the underly-

ing unweighted graph (ignoring edge probabilities). Given G, the Multi-Campaign

Independent Cascade model (MCIC) of Budak et al. [19] considers a time-stamped

influence propagation process as follows:

1. At timestamp 1, we activate selected sets AC and AL of nodes in G for campaigns

C and L respectively, while setting all other nodes inactive.

2. If a node u is first activated at timestamp i in campaign C (or L), then for each

directed edge e that points from u to an inactive neighbour v in C (or L), u has

pC(e) (or pL(e)) probability to activate v at timestamp i+ 1. After timestamp

i+ 1, u cannot activate any node.

3. In the case when two or more nodes from different campaigns are trying to

activate v at a given time step we assume that the “good information” (i.e.

campaign L) takes effect.

4. Once a node becomes activated in one campaign, it never becomes inactive or

changes campaigns.
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In this work we adopt the activation policy of Budak et al. [19] that has the

limiting campaign take precedence when simultaneous activations occur. However,

we note that in He et al. [44] the authors consider the opposite policy where the

misinformation succeeds in the case of a tie-break. We observe that the tie-break

policy does not affect the correctness of our approach, but acts as an interesting

model parameter that can vary based on perceived real world information adoption

likeliness.

4.2.2 Eventual Influence Limitation

It is important to consider the context in which the influence limitation problem is

posed in order to select an appropriate objective function. Possible objective functions

outlined by Budak et al. include “saving” as many nodes as possible, limiting the

lifespan of the “bad” campaign and maximizing the effect of the “good” campaign in

the presence of the “bad” campaign.

A natural objective function, as outlined in [19], is “saving” as many nodes as

possible. That is, we seek to minimize the number of nodes that end up adopting

campaign C when the propagation process is complete. This is referred to as the

eventual influence limitation problem (EIL).

Let AC and AL be the set of nodes from which campaigns C and L start, respec-

tively. Let I(AC) be the set of nodes that are activated in campaign C in the absence

of L when the above propagation process converges (the set of nodes that would ac-

cept campaign C if there was no limiting campaign) and π(AL) be the size of the

subset of I(AC) that campaign L prevents from adopting campaign C. We refer to

AL and AC as the seed sets, I(AC) as the influence of campaign C, and π(AL) as the

prevention of campaign L. The nodes that are prevented from adopting campaign C

are referred to as saved. Note that π(AL) is a random variable that depends on the
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edge probabilities that each node uses in determining out-neighbors to activate.

Now, notice that the above process has the following equivalent description. We

can interpret G as a distribution over unweighted directed graphs, where each edge

e is independently realized with probability pC(e) (or pL(e)). If we realize a graph

g according to this probability distribution, then we can associate the set of saved

nodes in the original process with the set of nodes which campaign L reaches before

campaign C during the diffusion process in g ∼ G. We will make use of this alternative

formulation of the MCIC model throughout the chapter.

Budak et al. [19] present a simplified version of the problem that captures the

idea that it may be much easier to convince a user of the truth than a falsehood such

as cases where photographic evidence can be presented or when a transcript exists.

Specifically, the information from campaign L is accepted by users with probability

1 (pL(e) = 1 if edge e exists and pL(e) = 0 otherwise) referred to as the high ef-

fectiveness property. In [19] it is shown that even with these restrictions EIL with

the high effectiveness property is NP-hard. Interestingly, with the high effectiveness

property, the prevention function is submodular and thus the greedy approach yields

approximation guarantees. Budak et al. study and obtain results for this version of

the EIL problem and is the problem that we consider here.

Further, as in [19], we assume that the spread of influence for campaign C starts

from a single node vc, referred to as the adversary node. However, note that our

approach can be easily extended to the case where C starts from a set of nodes.

Additionally, our approach works when we allow campaign C to be detected with

delay ∆ at which time campaign L is initiated.

Problem Statement. Given G, seed set AC , and a positive integer k, the

eventual influence limitation (EIL) problem asks for a size-k seed set AL maximizing

the value of E[π(AL)].
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4.2.3 Influence Maximization Problem

In the following we outline two approaches to the well studied influence maximization

problem (IM). This problem is posed in the popular Independent Cascade model (IC)

which, unlike the MCIC model, only considers a single campaign. The goal here is to

compute a seed set SIM of size k that maximizes the influence of SIM in G.

Kempe et al.’s Greedy Approach

Kempe et al.’s approach [52] to the IM problem (referred to as Greedy in the following)

builds up the seed set SIM in k iterations by adding one node to SIM in each round.

In each iteration it adds into SIM the node u that gives the largest marginal increase

in E[I(SIM)]. That is,

u = argmax
v∈V

(
E[I(S ∪ {v})]− E[I(S)]

)
.

However, the computation of E[I(SIM)] is #P-hard. Therefore, the node u leading

to the largest marginal increase in influence must be estimated via a sufficient number

of Monte Carlo simulations. In [51] it is shown that if we take a large number

r ∈ Ω(POLY (n
ε
)) of measurements in the estimation of each E[I(SIM)], then, with

high probability, Greedy yields a (1− 1/e− ε)-approximate solution in the IC model.

In general, Greedy achieves the same approximation ratio under any cascade model

where E[I(S)] is a submodular function of S.

Note, if we let RH(S) be the set of nodes in a graph H that are reachable from

a set S (a node v in H is reachable from S if there exists a directed path in H that

starts from a node in S and ends at v), then I(SIM) = Rg(SIM) for a fixed g ∼ G.

To explain, suppose that we flip a coin for each edge e in G, and remove the edge

with 1 − p(e) probability and let g be the resulting graph. Kempe et al. prove that
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the expected size of Rg(SIM) equals E[I(SIM)]. Therefore, to estimate E[I(SIM)], we

can first generate multiple instances of g, then measure Rg(SIM) on each instance,

and finally take the average measurement as an estimation of E[I(SIM)].

Despite Greedy ’s simplicity, its ability to scale to large social networks is severely

restricted by its Ω(mnk · POLY (ε−1)) time complexity. As a result, Greedy runs for

days even when the network contains only a few thousand nodes [22]. Specifically, it

runs in k iterations, each of which requires estimating the expected influence of O(n)

node sets. In addition, each estimation of expected influence requires r Monte Carlo

simulations, and each simulation needs O(m) time.

Borgs et al.’s Method

The primary cause of Greedy ’s unfavourable runtime can be observed by considering

the algorithm’s first iteration of execution. The goal is to identify a single node in G

with the maximum expected influence. Without any prior knowledge of the expected

influence of the nodes of G we would have to evaluate E[I(v)] for every node v in

G. Thus, we see that the overhead of the first iteration alone would be O(mnr).

Unfortunately, since Greedy requires estimating the expected spread of O(kn) node

sets, most of those O(kn) estimations are wasted since, in each iteration of Greedy,

we are only interested in the node set with the largest increase in expected influence.

Borgs et al. [15] propose a novel method for solving the IM problem under the

IC model that avoids the limitations of Greedy. We follow the convention of [86] and

refer to the method of [15] as Reverse Influence Sampling (RIS). To explain how RIS

works, Tang et al. [86] introduce the following definitions:

Definition 6 (Reverse Reachable Set). The reverse reachable (RR) set for a node v

in g ∼ G is the set of nodes that can reach v. (That is, for each node u in the RR

set, there is a directed path from u to v in g.)
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Definition 7 (Random RR Set). A random RR set is an RR set generated on an

instance of g ∼ G, for a node selected uniformly at random from g.

By definition, if a node u appears in an RR set generated for a node v, then u can

reach v via a certain path in G. As such, u should have a chance to activate v if we

run an influence propagation process on G using {u} as the seed set. The connection

between RR sets and node activations is formalized in the following lemma.

Lemma 2. [15] For any seed set S and node v, the probability that an influence

propagation process from S can activate v equals the probability that S overlaps an

RR set for v.

Note that an RR set for a node v is generated by sampling a g ∼ G. Based on

this result, Borgs’ et al. RIS algorithm runs in two steps

1. Generate random RR sets from G until a threshold on the total number of steps

taken has been reached.

2. Consider the maximum coverage problem of selecting k nodes to cover the

maximum number of RR sets generated. Use the standard greedy algorithm for

the problem to derive a (1 − 1/e)-approximate solution S∗k . Return S∗k as the

seed set to use for activation.

The rationale behind RIS is as follows: if a node u appears in a large number

of RR sets it should have a high probability to activate many nodes under the IC

model; hence, u’s expected influence should be large. As such, we can think of the

number of RR sets u appears in as an estimator for u’s expected influence. By the

same reasoning, if a size-k node set S∗k covers most RR sets, then S∗k is likely to have

the maximum expected influence among all size-k node sets in G leading to a good

solution to the IM problem. Therefore, the primary goal is to show that we have a
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good estimator for u’s expected influence. The main contribution of Borgs et al. is

an analysis of their proposed threshold-based approach: the authors allow RIS to

keep generating RR sets, until the total number of nodes and edges examined during

the generation process reaches a pre-defined threshold Γ. The authors show that

when Γ is set to Θ((m+ n)k log n/ε2), RIS runs in time O((m+ n)k log n/ε2), and it

returns a (1−1/e− ε)-approximate solution to the IM problem with at least constant

probability.

Finally, the authors provide an algorithm that amplifies the success probability

to at least 1− n−l, by increasing Γ by a factor of l, and repeating RIS for Ω(l log n)

times. Their algorithm carefully controls the number of random RR sets generated

in Step 1 of RIS in order to strike a fine balance between efficiency and accuracy.

This balance allows RIS to avoid estimating the expected spreads of a large number

of node sets resulting in a solution substantially more efficient than Greedy.

4.3 New Definitions

In this section we introduce new definitions that are crucial to our approach. Impor-

tantly, we present and discuss a gap in the work of Budak et al. that requires closing

in order for our approach to be possible.

Given set AL of vertices and (unweighted) directed graph g ∼ G, write clg(AL) for

the set of nodes closer to AL than AC = {vc} in g. That is, a node w ∈ clg(AL) if there

exists a node v such that v ∈ AL and |SPG(v, w)| ≤ |SPg(vc, w)| where SPH(v, w)

denotes a shortest path from node v to w in graph H. Similarly, SPH(S,w) for a set

S denotes the shortest path from any node v ∈ S to w in graph H. When g is drawn

from G this is a necessary, but not sufficient1, condition for the set of nodes saved

1In Budak et al.’s work, the set of nodes closer to AL than AC is established as a necessary and
sufficient condition to save a node in the MCIC model, but we note that this should be revised to
include the blocking condition due to a gap in the proof of Claim 1 in [19].
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Notation Description

G a social network represented as a weighted directed graph G

G, GT the underlying unweighted graph G and its transpose GT con-
structed by reversing the direction of each edge

n, m the number of nodes and edges in G respectively

k the size of the seed set for misinformation prevention

C, L the misinformation campaign C and the limiting campaign L

pC(e), pL(e)
the propagation probability on an edge e for campaigns C and
L respectively

π(S)
the prevention of a node set S in a misinformation propagation
process on G (see Section 4.3)

ω(R), ωπ(R)
the number of edges considered in generating an RRC set and
that originate from nodes in an RRC set R (see Equation 4.1)

κ(R) see Equation 4.10

R the set of all RRC sets generated by Algorithm 12

FR(S) the fraction of RRC sets in R that are covered by a node set S

EPT the expected width of a random RRC set

EXPC the expected influence of campaign C

OPTL the maximum π(S) for any size-k seed set S

KPT a lower bouund of OPTL established in Section 4.4.2

λ see Equation 4.5

Table 4.1: Frequently used notation.

by AL. We also require that the nodes in clg(AL) not be blocked by the diffusion of

campaign C in g.

Definition 8 (Blocked Nodes). A node w ∈ clg(AL) is blocked and cannot be saved

by AL if for every path p from AL to w there exists a node u such that |SPg(vc, u)| <

|SPG(AL, u)|.

Let blg(AL) be the set of blocked nodes for AL. Conceptually, the nodes in blg(AL)

are cutoff because some node on the paths from AL is reached by campaign C before

L which stops the diffusion of L.

To help illustrate the concept of blocked nodes, consider the graph presented in

Figure 4.1. Assume that the solid lines are live edges that make up graph g ∼ G

in the influence propagation process. Then, the dotted lines are edges that were not
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vu

w

vc

Figure 4.1: An example illustrating the concept of blocked nodes.

realized for campaign C. The adversary campaign C starts from vc while the limiting

campaign L starts from v.

Observe that |SPG(v, w)| = 4 and |SPg(vc, w)| = 5. However, w cannot be saved

in the resulting cascade since at timestamp 1 the node u will adopt campaign C. This

intersects the shortest path from v to w and therefore campaign L will not be able

to reach node w since a node never switches campaigns. Thus, we say that node w is

blocked by C.

The key observation that lead to our definition of blocked nodes is that the shortest

path condition must hold along the entire path. This observation was missed by [19]

in the MCIC model and by [44] in their multi-campaign extension of the LT model.

Importantly, the approach of [19] can be recovered with a modified proof for

Claim 1 and Theorem 4.2 of [19]. The statements must include the notion of blocked

nodes in their inoculation graph definition, but a careful inspection shows that their

objective function remains submodular after this inclusion. As a result, the greedy

approach of [19] still provides the stated approximation guarantees and also allows us

to incorporate the ideas of [15] in our solution (as they require a submodular objective

function).

Next, we formally define the prevention, π(AL), which corresponds to the number

of nodes saved by AL. That is, π(AL) = |Rg(vc) ∩ (clg(AL) \ blg(AL))|. We write

E[π(AL)] = Eg∼G[π(AL)] for the expected prevention of AL in G.

We refer to the set of nodes that could have saved u as the saviours of u. A node
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w is a candidate saviour for u if there is a directed path from w to u in G (i.e. reverse

reachability). Then, w is a saviour for u subject to the additional constraint that w

would not be cutoff by the diffusion of AC in g. That is, a candidate saviour w would

be cutoff and cannot be a saviour for u if for every path p from w to u there exists

a node vb such that |SPg(vc, vb)| < |SPG(w, vb)|. We refer to the set of candidate

saviours for u that are cutoff as τg(u). Thus, we can define the saviours of u as the

set RGT (u) \ τg(u). Therefore, we have:

Definition 9 (Reverse Reachability without Cutoff Set). The reverse reachability

without cutoff (RRC) set for a node v in g ∼ G is the set of saviour nodes of v,

i.e. the set of nodes that can save v. (That is, for each node u in the RRC set,

u ∈ RGT (v) \ τg(v).) Note, if v 6∈ I(vc) then we define the corresponding RRC set as

empty since v is not eligible to be saved.

Definition 10 (Random RRC Set). A random RRC set is an RRC set generated on

an instance of g ∼ G, for a node selected uniformly at random from g.

Finally, let OPTL = maxS:|S|=k{E[π(S)]} be the maximum expected prevention

of a set of k nodes.

The above example motivates the following classification of diffusion models that

captures the importance of our newly defined notion of blocked nodes. Recall, the

triggering model is an influence propagation model that generalizes the IC and LT

models. It assumes that each node v is associated with a triggering distribution T (v)

over the power set of v’s incoming neighbors. An influence propagation process under

the triggering model works as follows: (1) for each node v, take a sample from T (v) and

define the sample as the triggering set of v, then (2) in the subsequent timestamp, if an

active node appears in the triggering set of v, then v becomes active. The propagation

process terminates when no more nodes can be activated. To understand why the
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triggering model captures the IC model as a special case, consider that we assign

a triggering distribution to each node v, such that each of v’s incoming neighbors

independently appears in v’s triggering set with p(e) probability, where e is the edge

from the neighbor to v. It can be verified that influence maximization under this

distribution is equivalent to that under the IC model.

Observe that the aspect of the MCIC model that enabled the existence of blocked

nodes is that the two campaigns are allowed to propagate along disjoint sets of edges.

This leads to our classification statement for triggering models.

Theorem 3 (Model Classification). Any influence propagation model under the trig-

gering model that allows the influence of different campaigns to propagate along dis-

joint edge sets requires the notion of blocking.

4.4 Reverse Prevention Sampling

This section presents our misinformation prevention method, Reverse Prevention

Sampling (RPS), that applies the RIS approach to the EIL problem presented in

the MCIC model of Budak et al. [19]. Our approach borrows ideas from the work

of Tang et al. [86] which improves the practical efficiency of Borgs et al. approach.

Our algorithm returns a (1− 1
e
− ε)-approximation to the EIL problem, with success

probability 1 − n−l, in time O((k + l)(m + n)( 1
1−γ ) log n/ε2). At a high level, RPS

consists of two steps.

1. Parameter Estimation. Compute a lower-bound for the maximum expected

prevention among all possible size-k seed sets for AL and then use the lower-

bound to derive a parameter θ.

2. Node Selection. Sample θ random RRC sets from G to form a set R and
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then compute a size-k seed set S∗k that covers a large number of RRC sets in

R. Return S∗k as the final result.

In [15] it is noted that since a threshold is used as the stopping condition for the

generation of random RR sets, the resulting set of samples is correlated. The result

is that some nodes may be over-represented during the generation step leading to

a sub-optimal solution. This correlation issue was initially remedied by setting the

threshold to a large enough value that lead to a ε−3 term in the asymptotic runtime

of RIS, but an updated analysis by Borgs et al. showed that the ε−2 factor could be

recovered at the cost of a larger hidden constant.

Conversely, instead of using a threshold-based approach to indirectly control the

number of samples, the node selection step of RPS samples a pre-decided number θ

of random RRC sets following the approach of Tang et al. [86]. By generating a pre-

decided number of random RRC sets we ensure the resulting samples are independent

given θ and avoid having to deal with the correlation issue.

We briefly remark on the difficulty of deriving θ as it must be larger than a

particular threshold necessary for ensuring the correctness of RPS, but the threshold

depends on the optimal prevention, which is an unknown quantity. In our parameter

estimation step we derive a θ value for RPS that is above the threshold but also

allows for practical efficiency.

In the rest of this section we first identify the conditions necessary for the node

selection phase of RPS to return a good solution and then describe the the parameter

estimation phase in detail. Table 4.1 provides a quick reference to the frequently used

notation. Finally, due to space constraints, we omit some proofs and only include

those that help build the intuition behind our approach or aid the exposition. The

remaining proofs can be found in the full version2.

2https://github.com/stamps/misinformation prevention/blob/master/

ScalableMisinformationPrevention.pdf

https://github.com/stamps/misinformation_prevention/blob/master/ScalableMisinformationPrevention.pdf
https://github.com/stamps/misinformation_prevention/blob/master/ScalableMisinformationPrevention.pdf
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4.4.1 Node Selection

The pseudocode of RPS ’s node selection step is presented in Algorithm 12. Given G,

k, AC , and a constant θ as input, the algorithm stochastically generates θ random

RRC sets, accomplished by repeated invocation of the prevention of misinformation

process, and inserts them into a set R. Next, the algorithm follows a greedy approach

for the maximum coverage problem to select the final seed set. In each iteration, the

algorithm selects a node vi that covers the largest number of RRC sets in R, and

then removes all those covered RRC sets from R. The k selected nodes are put into

a set S∗k , which is returned as the final result.

Algorithm 12 NodeSelection(G,k,AC ,θ)

1: R ← ∅
2: Generate θ random RRC sets and insert them into R.
3: Initialize a node set S∗k ← ∅
4: for i = 1,. . . ,k do
5: Identify the node vi that covers the most RRC sets in R
6: Add vi into S∗k
7: Remove from R all RRC sets that are covered by vi

8: return S∗k

Lines 4-8 in Algorithm 12 correspond to a standard greedy approach for a maxi-

mum coverage problem. The problem is equivalent to maximizing a submodular func-

tion with cardinality constraints for which it is well known that a greedy approach

returns a (1− 1/e)-approximate solution in linear time [70].

RRC set generation. Line 2 generates R by repeated simulation of the

misinformation prevention process. The generation of each random RRC set is im-

plemented as two breadth-first searches (BFS) on G and GT respectively. The first

BFS on G corresponds to a standard randomized BFS and computes the influence set

of AC . The second BFS on GT is an important algorithmic contribution of this work

that is essential for the RPS approach. This novel bounded-depth BFS with pruning
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carefully tracks which nodes will become blocked and is described in detail below.

For completeness, we first describe the standard randomized BFS on G: given the

seed node vc of campaign C, we create an empty queue, and then flip a coin for each

outgoing edge e of vc in G; with pC(e) probability, we retrieve the node u at which e

ends, and we put u into the queue. Subsequently, we iteratively extract the node v′

at the top of the queue, and examine each outgoing edge e′ of v′ in G; if e′ ends at

an unvisited node u′, we add u′ into the queue with p(e′) probability. This iterative

process terminates when the queue becomes empty. The set of nodes traversed in

this manner is equivalent to I(vc) for g ∼ G, due to deferred randomness. Note that

in each step of the above BFS we record at each node w the distance from vc to w,

denoted D(w), for use in the second step.

The set of nodes traversed by the standard randomized BFS on G is equivalent to

I(vc) for g ∼ G, due to deferred randomness. Note that in each step of the BFS we

record at each node w the distance from vc to w, denoted D(w), for use in the second

step.

Given a randomly selected node u in G, observe that in order for u to be able to

be saved we require u ∈ I(vc). Therefore, if the randomly selected node u 6∈ I(vc)

then we return an empty RRC set. On the other hand, if u ∈ I(vc), we have D(u) =

|SPg(vc, u)| as a result of the above randomized BFS which indicates the maximum

distance from u that candidate saviour nodes can exist. We run a second BFS from u

in GT to depth D(u) to determine the saviour nodes for u by carefully pruning those

nodes that would become blocked.

The bounded-depth BFS with pruning on GT , presented in Algorithm 13, takes

as input a source node u, the maximum depth D(u), and a directed graph GT .

Algorithm 13 utilizes special indicator values associated with each node w to account

for potential cutoffs from vc. Each node w holds a variable, β(w), which indicates the
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distance beyond w that the BFS can go before the diffusion would have been cutoff

by vc in g. The β value for each node w is initialized to D(w). In each round, the

current node w has an opportunity to update the β value of each of its successors

only if β(w) > 0. For each successor z of w, we assign β(z) = β(w)−1 if β(z) = null

or if β(z) > 0 and β(w) − 1 < β(z). In this way, each ancestor of z will have an

opportunity to apply a β value to z to ensure that if any ancestor has a β value then

so will z and furthermore, the β variable for z will be updated with the smallest β

value from its ancestors. We terminate the BFS early if we reach a node w with

β(w) = 0.

Figure 4.2 captures the primary scenarios encountered by Algorithm 13 when

initialized at node u. The enclosing dotted line represents the extent of the influence

of campaign C for the current influence propagation process. First, notice that if the

BFS moves away from vc, as in the case of node z, that, once we move beyond the

influence boundary of vc, there will be no potential for cutoff. As such, the BFS is

free to traverse until the maximum depth D(u) is reached. On the other hand, if

the BFS moves towards (or perpendicular to) vc then we must carefully account for

potential cutoff. For example, when the BFS reaches v, we know the distance from

vc to v: D(v) = SPg(vc, v). Therefore, the BFS must track the fact that there cannot

exist saviours at a distance D(v) beyond v. In other words, if we imagine initializing

a misinformation prevention process from a node w such that SPG(v, w) > D(v)

then v will adopt campaign C before campaign L can reach v. Therefore, at each

out-neighbour of v we use the knowledge of D(v) to track the distance beyond v

that saviours can exist. This updating process tracks the smallest such value and is

allowed to cross the enclosing influence boundary of campaign C ensuring that all

potential for cutoff is tracked.

Finally, we collect all nodes visited during the process (including u), and use them
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Figure 4.2: An overview of the primary scenarios encountered by Algorithm 13.

to form an RRC set. The runtime of this procedure is precisely the sum of the degrees

(in G) of the nodes in I(vc) plus the sum of the degrees of the nodes in RGT (u)\ τ(u).

Performance Bounds. In this section we first define a quantity EPT that

captures the expected number of edges traversed when generating a random RRC

set. After that, we define the expected runtime of RPS in terms of EPT and the

parameter θ. Finally, we define a threshold for θ that ensures the correctness of RPS.

First, we refer to the instance of I(vc) used in computing an RRC set R as MR.

Then, we define the width of an RRC set R, denoted as ω(R), as the number of edges

in G that point to nodes in R plus the number of edges in G that originate from

nodes in MR. That is,

ω(R) =
∑
u∈MR

outdegreeG(u) +
∑
v∈R

indegreeG(v). (4.1)

Furthermore, we define the subwidth of an RRC set R, denoted as ωπ(R), as the
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Algorithm 13 generateRRC(u, D(u), GT )

1: let Q be a queue
2: u.depth = 0
3: Q.enqueue(u)
4: label u as discovered
5: while Q is not empty do
6: w ← Q.dequeue()
7: if w.depth = D(u) OR β(w) = 0 then
8: continue
9: for all nodes z in GT .adjacentEdges(w) do

10: if β(w) > 0 AND β(z) > 0 then
11: if β(w)− 1 < β(z) then
12: β(z)← β(w)− 1

13: else if β(w) > 0 then
14: β(z)← β(w)− 1

15: if z is not labelled as discovered then
16: z.depth = w.depth+ 1
17: Q.enqueue(z)
18: label z as discovered

number of edges in G that point to nodes in R. That is ωπ(R) =
∑

v∈R indegreeG(v).

Also, we define the prewidth of an RRC set R, denoted as ω(MR), as the number of

edges in G that originate from nodes in MR. That is ω(MR) =
∑

u∈MR
outdegreeG(u).

Let EPT be the expected width of a random RRC set, where the expectation

is taken over the randomness in R and MR, and observe that Algorithm 12 has an

expected runtime of O(θ ·EPT ). This can be observed by noting that EPT captures

the expected number of edge traversals required to generate a random RRC set since

an edge is only considered in the propagation process (either of the two BFS’s) if it

points to a node in R or originates from a node in MR. The remainder of the section

aims to derive a value for θ that minimizes the expected runtime of Algorithm 12

while ensuring the quality of the solution returned.

We establish a connection between RRC sets and the prevention process on G.

That is, the prevention of a set of nodes S is precisely n times the probability that a
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node u, chosen uniformly at random, has a saviour from S:

Lemma 3. For any seed set S and any node v, the probability that a prevention

process from S can save v equals the probability that S overlaps an RRC set for v.

Proof. Let S be a fixed set of nodes, and v be a fixed node. Suppose that we generate

an RRC set R for v on a graph g ∼ G. Let ρ1 be the probability that S overlaps

with R and let ρ2 be the probability that S, when used as a seed set, can save

v in a prevention process on G. By Definition 9, if v ∈ I(vc) then ρ1 equals the

probability that a node u ∈ S is a saviour for v. That is, ρ1 equals the probability

that G contains a directed path from u ∈ S to v and u 6∈ τ(v) and 0 if v 6∈ I(vc).

Meanwhile, if v ∈ I(vc) then ρ2 equals the probability that a node u ∈ S can save

v (i.e. v ∈ (clg(u) \ blg(u))) and 0 if v 6∈ I(vc). It follows that ρ1 = ρ2 due to the

equivalence between the set of saviours for v and the ability to save v.

For any node set S, let FR(S) be the fraction of RRC sets in R covered by S.

Then, based on Lemma 3, we can prove that the expected value of n · FR(S) equals

the expected prevention of S in G.

Corollary 1. E[n · FR(S)] = E[π(S)]

Proof. Observe that E[FR(S)] equals the probability that S intersects a random RRC

set, while E[π(S)]/n equals the probability that a randomly selected node can be

saved by S in a prevention process on G. By Lemma 3, the two probabilities are

equal, leading to E[n · FR(S)] = E[π(S)].

Corollary 1 implies that we can estimate E[π(S)] by estimating the fraction of RRC

sets in R covered by S. The number of sets covered by a node v in R is precisely the

number of times we observed that v was a saviour for a randomly selected node u.

We can therefore think of n ·FR(S) as an estimator for E[π(S)]. Our primary task is
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to show that it is a good estimator. Using Chernoff bounds, we show that n ·FR(S) is

an accurate estimator of any node set S’s expected prevention, when θ is sufficiently

large:

Lemma 4. Suppose that θ satisfies

θ ≥ (8 + 2ε)n ·
l log n+ log

(
n
k

)
+ log 2

OPTL · ε2
. (4.2)

Then, for any set S of at most k nodes, the following inequality holds with at least

1− n−l/
(
n
k

)
probability:

∣∣∣n · FR(S)− E[π(S)]
∣∣∣ < ε

2
·OPTL. (4.3)

Proof. Let ρ be the probability that S overlaps with a random RRC set. Then,

θ · FR(S) can be regarded as the sum of θ i.i.d. Bernoulli variables with a mean ρ.

By Corollary 1,

ρ = E[FR(S)] = E[π(S)]/n.

Then, we have

Pr

[
|n · FR(S)− E[π(S)]| ≥ ε

2
·OPTL

]
= Pr

[
|θ · FR(S)− ρθ| ≥ εθ

2n
·OPTL

]
= Pr

[
|θ · FR(S)− ρθ| ≥ ε ·OPTL

2nρ
· ρθ
]

(4.4)

Let δ = ε ·OPTL/(2nρ). By the Chernoff bounds, Equation 4.2, and the fact that

ρ = E[π(S)]/n ≤ OPTL/n, we have
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r.h.s. of Eqn. 4.4 < 2exp
(
− δ2

2 + δ
· ρθ
)

= 2exp
(
− ε2 ·OPT 2

L

8n2ρ+ 2εn ·OPTL
· θ
)

≤ 2exp
(
− ε2 ·OPT 2

L

8n ·OPTL + 2εn ·OPTL
· θ
)

= 2exp
(
− ε2 ·OPTL

(8 + 2ε) · n
· θ
)
≤ 1(

n
k

)
· nl

.

Therefore, the lemma is proved.

Based on Lemma 4, we prove that if Eqn. 4.2 holds, Algorithm 12 returns a

(1 − 1/e − ε)-approximate solution with high probability by a simple application of

Chernoff bounds.

Theorem 4. Given a θ that satisfies Equation 4.2, Algorithm 12 returns a (1−1/e−

ε)-approximate solution with at least 1− n−l probability.

Proof. Let Sk be the node set returned by Algorithm 12, and S+
k be the size-k node set

that maximizes FR(S+
k ) (i.e., S+

k covers the largest number of RRC sets in R). As Sk

is derived from R using a (1−1/e)-approximate algorithm for the maximum coverage

problem, we have FR(Sk) ≥ (1 − 1/e) · FR(S+
k ). Let S◦k be the optimal solution for

the EIL problem on G, i.e. E[π(S◦k)] = OPTL. We have FR(S+
k ) ≥ FR(S◦k), which

leads to FR(Sk) ≥ (1− 1/e) · FR(S◦k).

Assume that θ satisfies Equation 4.2. By Lemma 4, Equation 4.3 holds with at

least 1 − n−l/
(
n
k

)
probability for any given size-k node set S. Thus, by the union

bound, Equation 4.3 should hold simultaneously for all size-k node sets with at least

1− n−l probability. In that case, we have
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E[π(Sk)] > n · FR(Sk)− ε/2 ·OPTL

≥ (1− 1/e) · n · FR(S+
k )− ε/2 ·OPTL

≥ (1− 1/e) · n · FR(S◦k)− ε/2 ·OPTL

≥ (1− 1/e) · (1− ε/2) ·OPTL − ε/2 ·OPTL

> (1− 1/e− ε) ·OPTL.

Thus, the theorem is proved.

An important consideration is that, since OPT is unknown, we cannot set θ

directly from Equation 4.2. For simplicity, we define

λ = (8 + 2ε)n ·
(
l log n+ log

(
n

k

)
+ log 2

)
· ε−2 (4.5)

and rewrite Equation 4.2 as

θ ≥ λ/OPTL. (4.6)

The following section details how to derive a θ which not only satisfies Equation

4.2, but also leads to anO((k+l)(m+n)( 1
1−γ ) log n/ε2) expected runtime for Algorithm

12.

4.4.2 Parameter Estimation

Recall that the expected runtime complexity of Algorithm 12 is O(θ · EPT ), where

EPT captures the expected number of coin tosses required to generate a random RRC

set. Our objective is to identify a θ that makes θ · EPT reasonably small, while still

ensuring θ ≥ λ/OPTL. First, we define a probability distribution V∗ over the nodes
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in G, such that the probability mass for each node is proportional to its indegree in

G. Let v∗ be a random variable following V∗ and recall that MR is a random instance

of I(vc).

Lemma 5. m
n
·E[π({v∗})] = EPT −E[ω(MR)], where the expectation of π({v∗}) and

ω(MR) is taken over the randomness in v∗ and the prevention process.

Proof. Let R be a random RRC set, MR be the random instance of I(vc) used to

compute R, and pR be the probability that a randomly selected edge from G points

to a node in R. Then, EPT = E[ω(MR)] + E[pR ·m], where the expectation is taken

over the random choices of R and MR.

Let v∗ be a sample from V∗ and b(v∗, R) be a boolean function that returns 1

if v∗ ∈ R, and 0 otherwise. Then, for any fixed R, pR =
∑

v∗(Pr[v∗] · b(v∗, R)).

Now consider that we fix v∗ and vary R. Define pv∗,R =
∑

R(Pr[R] · b(v∗, R)) so

that by Lemma 3, pv∗,R equals the probability that a randomly selected node can be

saved in a prevention process when {v∗} is used as a seed set. Therefore, E[pv∗,R] =

E[π({v∗})]/n. This leads to

E[pR] =
∑
R

(Pr[R] · pR)

=
∑
R

(Pr[R] ·
∑
v∗

(Pr[v∗] · b(v∗, R)))

=
∑
v∗

(Pr[v∗] ·
∑
R

(Pr[R] · b(v∗, R)))

=
∑
v∗

(Pr[v∗] · pv∗,R) = E[pv∗,R] = E[π({v∗})]/n.

Resulting in
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EPT = E[ω(MR)] +m · E[pR]

= E[ω(MR)] +
m

n
· E[π({v∗})].

This completes the proof.

Lemma 5 shows that if we randomly sample a node from V∗ and calculate its

expected prevention p, then on average we have p = n
m

(EPT − E[ω(MR)]). This

implies that n
m

(EPT − E[ω(MR)]) ≤ OPTL, since OPTL is the maximum expected

prevention of any size-k node set.

Recall that the expected runtime complexity of Algorithm 12 is O(θ ·EPT ). Now,

suppose we are able to identify a parameter t such that t = Ω( n
m

(EPT −E[ω(MR)]))

and t ≤ OPTL. Then, by setting θ = λ/t, we can guarantee that Algorithm 12 is

correct, since θ ≥ λ/OPTL, and has an expected runtime complexity of

O(θ · EPT ) = O
(λ
t
· EPT

)
= O

(
λ · EPT

n
m

(EPT − E[ω(MR)])

)
. (4.7)

Furthermore, we can define a ratio γ ∈ (0, 1) which captures the relationship

between E[ω(MR)] and EPT by writing E[ω(MR)] = γEPT . Then we can rewrite

Equation 4.7 as

O
(m
n

( 1

1− γ

)
λ
)

= O((k + l)(m+ n)(1/(1− γ)) log n/ε2). (4.8)

Note that γ is an instance-based parameter not present in the work of Tang et al,

but arises from the MCIC model. See Section 4.5 for a detailed discussion of γ.

Computing t. Ideally, we seek a t that increases monotonically with k to mimic the

behaviour of OPTL. Suppose we take k samples ei = (vi, wi) with replacement over
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a uniform distribution on the edges in G, and use the vi’s to form a node set S∗. Let

KPT be the mean of the expected prevention of S∗ over the randomness in S∗ and

the prevention process. Due to the submodularity of the prevention function, it can

be verified that KPT increases with k and

n

m

(
EPT − E[ω(MR)]

)
≤ KPT ≤ OPTL. (4.9)

Additionally,

Lemma 6. Let R be a random RRC set and ωπ(R) be the subwidth of R. Define

κ(R) = 1−
(

1− ωπ(R)

m

)k
. (4.10)

Then, KPT = n ·E[κ(R)], where the expectation is taken over the random choices

of R.

Proof. Let S∗ be a node set formed by the vi from k samples ei = (vi, wi) over a

uniform distribution on the edges in G, with duplicates removed. Let R be a random

RRC set, and αR be the probability that S∗ overlaps with R. Then, by Corollary 1,

KPT = E[π(S∗)] = E[n · αR].

Consider that we sample k times over a uniform distribution on the edges in

G. Let E∗ be the set of edges sampled, with duplicates removed. Let α′R be the

probability that one of the edges in E∗ points to a node in R. It can be verified that

α′R = αR. Furthermore, given that there are ωπ(R) edges in G that point to nodes in

R, α′R = 1− (1− ωπ(R)/m)k = κ(R). Therefore,

KPT = E[n · αR] = E[n · α′R] = E[n · κ(R)],
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which proves the lemma.

Lemma 6 shows we can estimate KPT by first computing n · κ(R) on a set of

random RRC sets and taking the average of the resulting measurements. However, as

dictated by Chernoff bounds, if we want to obtain an estimate of KPT with δ ∈ (0, 1)

relative error with at least 1 − n−l probability then the number of samples required

is Ω(ln log n · δ−2/KPT ). That is, the number of measurements required to estimate

KPT depends on KPT itself. This issue is also encountered in [86] and we are able to

resolve it by mimicking their adaptive sampling approach, which dynamically adjusts

the number of measurements based on the observed values of κ(R), under the MCIC

model.

Algorithm 14 KptEstimation(G,k,AC)

1: for i = 1 to log2 n− 1 do
2: Let ci = (6l log n+ 6 log(log2 n)) · 2i
3: Let sum = 0
4: for j = 1 to ci do
5: Generate a random RRC set R
6: κ(R) = 1− (1− ωπ(R)

m
)k

7: sum = sum+ κ(R)

8: if sum/ci > 1/2i then
9: return KPT ∗ = n · sum/(2 · ci)

10: return KPT ∗ = 1

Estimating KPT. Algorithm 14 presents the sampling approach for estimating

KPT . The high level idea is as follows. Since KPT is an unknown quantity, we

begin with the assumption that it takes on the value n/2. Then, we compute an

estimate for the expected value of κ(R) based on a relatively few number of samples.

Chernoff bounds allow us to determine if the computed value of KPT = n · κ(R) is

a good estimator and, if so, the algorithm terminates. However, if the estimate is

much smaller than n/2 we apply the standard doubling approach and generate an

increased number of samples to determine if KPT takes on a value close to half the
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initial estimate. The algorithm continues computing estimates for KPT , based on

an increasing number of samples, and comparing to values that halve in size until the

error bounds dictated by Chernoff bounds indicate we have reached a suitably precise

estimation of KPT .

More specifically, in each iteration (Lines 2-7), the goal of Algorithm 14 is to

compute the average value of κ(R) over ci randomly generated RRC sets from G.

As described in Lemma’s 7 and 8 below, the ci are chosen carefully such that if

the average computed for κ(R) over the ci samples is greater than 2−i then we can

conclude that we have a good estimate for KPT with high probability. More precisely,

that the expected value of κ(R) is at least half of the average computed. Conversely,

if the average computed is too small then Chernoff bounds imply that we have a bad

estimate for KPT and the algorithm proceeds to the next iteration.

In the case that the true value of KPT is very small, the algorithm will terminate

in the log2 n-th iteration and return KPT ∗ = 1, which equals the smallest possible

KPT (since each node in the seed set can always save itself assuming INFC ≥ k).

As we will show in the next section, KPT ∗ ∈ [KPT/4, OPTL] holds with a high

probability. Thus, setting θ = λ/KPT ∗ ensures Algorithm 12 is correct and achieves

the expected runtime complexity in Equation 4.8.

Performance Bounds. Proving the correctness and demonstrating bounds on the

runtime for Algorithm 14 requires a careful analysis of the algorithm’s behaviour. As

shown below, we make use of two lemmas to prove that the algorithm’s estimate of

KPT ∗ is close to KPT .

Let K be the distribution of κ(R) over random RRC sets in G with domain [0, 1].

Let µ = KPT/n, and si be the sum of ci i.i.d. samples from K, where ci is defined

as ci = (6l log n+ 6 log(log2 n)) · 2i. Chernoff bounds give

Lemma 7. If µ ≤ 2−j, then for any i ∈ [1, j − 1],
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Pr

[
si
ci
>

1

2i

]
<

1

nl · log2 n
. (4.11)

Proof. Let δ = (2−i − µ)/µ. By the Chernoff bounds,

Pr

[
si
ci
> 2−i

]
≤ exp

(
− δ2

2 + δ
· ci · µ

)

= exp(−ci · (2−i − µ)2/(2−i + µ))

≤ exp(−ci · 2−i−1/3) =
1

nl · log2 n
.

This completes the proof.

By Lemma 7, if KPT ≤ 2−j, then Algorithm 14 is very unlikely to terminate in

any of the first j−1 iterations. This prevents the algorithm from outputting a KPT ∗

too much larger than KPT .

Lemma 8. If µ ≥ 2−j, then for any i ≥ j + 1,

Pr

[
si
ci
>

1

2i

]
> 1−

( 1

nl · log2 n

)2i−j−1

. (4.12)

Proof. Let δ = (µ− 2−i)/µ. By the Chernoff bounds,

Pr

[
si
ci
≤ 2−i

]
≤ exp

(
− δ2

2
· ci · µ

)

= exp(−ci · (µ− 2−i)2/(2 · µ))

≤ exp(−ci · µ/8) <
( 1

nl · log2 n

)2i−j−1

.

This completes the proof.
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By Lemma 8, if KPT ≤ 2−j and Algorithm 14 enters iteration i > j + 1, then

it will terminate in the i-th iteration with high probability. This ensures that the

algorithm does not output a KPT ∗ that is too much smaller than KPT .

Based on Lemmas 7 and 8, we prove the following theorem for the correctness and

expected runtime of Algorithm 14.

Theorem 5. When n ≥ 2 and l ≥ 1/2, Algorithm 14 returns KPT ∗ ∈ [KPT/4, OPTL]

with at least 1 − n−l probability, and runs in O(l(m + n)(1/(1 − γ)) log n) expected

time. Furthermore, E[ 1
KPT ∗

] < 12
KPT

.

Proof. Assume that KPT/n ∈ [2−j, 2−j+1]. We first prove the accuracy of the KPT ∗

returned by Algorithm 14.

By Lemma 7 and the union bound, Algorithm 14 terminates in or before the

(j−2)-th iteration with less than n−l(j−2)/ log2 n probability. On the other hand, if

Algorithm 14 reaches the (j + 1)-th iteration, then by Lemma 8, it terminates in the

(j + 1)-th iteration with at least 1− n−l/ log2 n probability. Given the union bound

and the fact that Algorithm 14 has at most log2 n−1 iterations, Algorithm 14 should

terminate in the (j − 1)-th, j-th, or (j + 1)-th iteration with a probability at least

1−n−l(log2 n−2)/ log2 n. In that case, KPT ∗ must be larger than n/2 ·2−j−1, which

leads to KPT ∗ > KPT/4. Furthermore, KPT ∗ should be n/2 times the average of

at least cj−1 i.i.d. samples from K. By the Chernoff bounds, it can be verified that

Pr[KPT ∗ ≥ KPT ] ≤ n−l/ log2 n.

By the union bound, Algorithm 14 returns, with probability at least 1 − n−l

probability, KPT ∗ ∈ [KPT/4, KPT ] ⊆ [KPT/4, OPTL].

Next, we analyze the expected runtime of Algorithm 14. Recall that the i-th

iteration of the algorithm generates ci RRC sets, and each RRC set takes O(EPT )
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expected time. Given that ci+1 = 2 · ci for any i, the first j+1 iterations generate less

than 2 · cj+1 RRC sets in total. Meanwhile, for any i′ ≥ j + 2, Lemma 8 shows that

Algorithm 14 has at most n−l·2
i′−j−1

/ log2 n probability to reach the i′-th iteration.

Therefore, when n ≥ 2 and l ≥ 1/2, the expected number of RRC sets generated

after the first j + 1 iterations is less than

log2 n−1∑
i′=j+2

(
ci′ ·

( 1

nl · log2 n

)2i−j−1)
< cj+2.

Hence, the expected total number of RRC sets generated by Algorithm 14 is less

than 2cj+1 + cj+2 = 2cj+2. Therefore, the expected time complexity of the algorithm

is

O(cj+2 · EPT ) = O(2jl log n · EPT )

= O
(

2jl log n ·
(

1 +
m

n

)
·
(
KPT + INFC

))
= O

(
2jl log n ·

(
1 +

m

n

)
·KPT ·

(
1 +

INFC
KPT

))
= O

(
2jl log n · (m+ n) · 2−j ·

(
1 +

INFC
KPT

))
= O

(
l log n · (m+ n) ·

(
1 +

INFC
KPT

))
.

Here we used Equation 4.9 in the second equality. Now, we can write KPT = γ′ ·

INFC , where γ′ ∈ (0, 1], and observe that γ ·INFC = E[π({v∗})] ≤ KPT = γ′·INFC .

Therefore, γ ≤ γ′ and INFC
KPT

= INFC
γ′·INFC

= 1
γ′
≤ 1

γ
. This gives,

O
(
l log n · (m+ n) ·

(
1 +

INFC
KPT

))
= O

(
l log n · (m+ n) ·

(
1 +

1

γ

))
.

Finally, we show that E[1/KPT ∗] < 12/KPT . Observe that if Algorithm 14
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terminates in the i-th iteration, it returns KPT ∗ ≥ n · 2−i−1. Let ζi denote the event

that Algorithm 14 stops in the i-th iteration. By Lemma 8, when n ≥ 2 and l ≥ 1/2,

we have

E[1/KPT ∗] =

log2 n−1∑
i=1

(
2i+1/n · Pr[ζi]

)
<

log2 n−1∑
i=j+2

(
2i+1/n ·

(
n−l·2

i−j−1

/ log2 n
))

+ 2j+2/n

< (2j+3 + 2j+2)/n ≤ 12/KPT.

This completes the proof.

Summary of steps. In summary, our RPS algorithm works as follows. Given G, k,

AC , and two parameters ε and l, RPS first feeds G, k, and AC as input to Algorithm

14, and obtains a number KPT ∗ in return. After that, RPS computes θ = λ/KPT ∗,

where λ is as defined in Equation 4.5 and is a function of k, l, n, and ε. Finally, RPS

gives G, k, AC , and θ as input to Algorithm 12, whose output S∗k is the final result

of the prevention maximization.

By Theorems 4 and 5, Equation 4.8, and the union bound, RPS runs in O((k +

l)(m+ n)(1 + 1/γ) log n/ε2) expected time, and returns a (1− 1/e− ε)-approximate

solution with at least 1 − 2 · n−l probability. This success probability can easily be

increased to 1− n−l, by scaling l up by a factor of 1 + log 2/ log n.

4.4.3 Improved Parameter Estimation

This section presents a heuristic for improving the practical performance of RPS,

without affecting its asymptotic guarantees, by improving the estimated lower bound

on OPTL.
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Algorithm 15 RefineKPT(G,k,AC , KPT ∗, ε′)

1: Let λ′ = (2 + ε′)ln log n · (ε′)−2.
2: Let θ′ = λ′/KPT ∗.
3: Generate θ′ random RRC sets; put them into a set R′.
4: Initialize a node set S ′k = ∅.
5: for i = 1 to k do
6: Identify node vi that covers the most RRC sets in R′.
7: Add vi to S ′k.
8: Remove from R′ all RRC sets that are covered by vi.

9: Let f be the fraction of the original θ′ RRC sets that are covered by S ′k.
10: Let KPT ′ = f · n/(1 + ε′)
11: return KPT+ = max{KPT ′, KPT ∗}

The KPT ∗ output by Algorithm 14 largely determines the efficiency of RPS. If

KPT ∗ is close to OPTL, then θ = λ/KPT ∗ is small and Algorithm 12 only needs

to generate a relatively small number of RRC sets. However, if KPT ∗ � OPTL

then the efficiency of Algorithm 12 degrades rapidly and, in turn, so does the overall

performance of RPS.

To remedy this issue, we add an intermediate step before Algorithm 12 to refine

KPT ∗ into a potentially tighter lower-bound of OPTL. The intuition behind this

heuristic is to generate a reduced number θ′ of random RRC sets, placing them into

a set R′, and then apply the greedy approach (for the maximum coverage problem)

on R′ to obtain a good estimator for the maximum expected prevention in R′. Thus,

we can use the estimation as a good lower-bound for OPTL.

Algorithm 15 shows the pseudo-code of the intermediate step. It first generates

θ′ random RRC sets and invokes the greedy approach for the maximum coverage

problem on R′ to obtain a size-k node set S ′k. Algorithm 15 computes the fraction

f of RRC sets that are covered by S ′k so that, by Corollary 1, f · n is an unbiased

estimation of E[π(S ′k)]. We set θ′ based on the KPT ∗ output by Algorithm 14 to a

reasonably large number to ensure that f · n < (1 + ε′) ·E[π(S ′k)] occurs with at least

1 − n−l probability. Based on this, Algorithm 15 computes KPT ′ = f · n/(1 + ε′)
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scaling f · n down by a factor of 1 + ε′ to ensure that KPT ′ ≤ E[π(S ′k)] ≤ OPTL.

The final output of Algorithm 15 is KPT+ = max{KPT ′, KPT ∗}. Below we give a

lemma that shows the theoretical guarantees of Algorithm 15.

Lemma 9. Given that E[ 1
KPT ∗

] < 12
KPT

, Algorithm 15 runs in O(l(m + n)(1/(1 −

γ)) log n/(ε′)2) expected time. In addition, it returns KPT+ ∈ [KPT ∗, OPTL] with

at least 1− n−l probability, if KPT ∗ ∈ [KPT/4, OPTL].

Proof. We first analyze the expected time complexity of Algorithm 15. Observe that

the expected time complexity of Lines 1-3 of Algorithm 15 is O(E[ λ′

KPT ∗
] · EPT ),

since they generate λ′

KPT ∗
random RRC sets, each of which takes O(EPT ) expected

time to generate. By Theorem 5, E[ 1
KPT ∗

] < 12
KPT

. In addition, by Equation 4.9,

EPT ≤ m
n

(KPT + INFC). Therefore,

O

(
E
[

λ′

KPT ∗

]
· EPT

)
= O

(
λ′

KPT
· EPT

)
= O

(
λ′

KPT
·
(

1 +
m

n

)
·
(
KPT + INFC

))
= O

(
λ′

KPT
·
(

1 +
m

n

)
·KPT ·

(
1 +

INFC
KPT

))
= O(l(m+ n)(1 + 1/γ) log n/(ε′)2).

On the other hand, Lines 4-12 run in time linear to the total size of the RRC sets

in R′, i.e. the set of all RRC sets generated in Lines 1-3 of Algorithm 15. Given

that the expected total size of the RRC sets in R′ should be no more than O(l(m+

n)(1 + 1/γ) log n), Lines 4-12 of Algorithm 15 have an expected time complexity of

O(l(m+n)(1 + 1/γ) log n). Therefore, the expected time complexity of Algorithm 15

is O(l(m+ n)(1 + 1/γ) log n/(ε′)2).
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Next, we prove that Algorithm 15 returns KPT+ ∈ [KPT ∗, OPTL] with high

probability. First, observe that KPT+ ≥ KPT ∗ trivially holds, as Algorithm 15 sets

KPT+ = max{KPT ′, KPT ∗}, where KPT ′ is derived in Line 11 of Algorithm 15.

To show that KPT+ ∈ [KPT ∗, OPTL], it suffices to prove that KPT ′ ≤ OPTL.

By Line 11 of Algorithm 15, KPT ′ = f ·n/(1+ ε′), where f is the fraction of RRC

sets in R′ that is covered by S ′k, where R′ is a set of θ′ random RRC sets, and S ′k is a

size-k node set generated from Lines 4-9 in Algorithm 15. Therefore, KPT ′ ≤ OPTL

if and only if f · n ≤ (1 + ε′) ·OPTL.

Let ρ′ be the probability that a random RRC set is covered by S ′k. By Corollary

1, ρ′ = E[π(S ′k)]/n. In addition, f · θ′ can be regarded as the sum of θ′ i.i.d. Bernoulii

variables with a mean ρ′. Therefore, we have

Pr[f · n > (1 + ε′) ·OPTL]

≤ Pr
[
n · f − E[π(S ′k)] > ε′ ·OPTL

]
= Pr

[
θ′ · f − θ′ · ρ′ > θ′

n
· ε′ ·OPTL

]
= Pr

[
θ′ · f − θ′ · ρ′ > ε′ ·OPTL

n · ρ′
· θ′ · ρ′

]
. (4.13)

Let δ = ε′ ·OPTL/(nρ′). By the Chernoff bounds, we have
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r.h.s. of Eqn. 4.13 ≤ exp

(
− δ2

2 + δ
· ρ′θ′

)
= exp

(
− ε′2 ·OPT 2

L

2n2ρ′ + ε′n ·OPTL
· θ′
)

≤ exp

(
− ε′2 ·OPT 2

L

2n ·OPTL + ε′n ·OPTL
· θ′
)

= exp

(
− ε′2 ·OPTL

(2 + ε′) · n
· λ′

KPT ∗

)
≤ exp

(
− ε′2 · λ′

(2 + ε′) · n

)
≤ 1

nl
.

Therefore, KPT ′ = f · n/(1 + ε′) ≤ OPTL holds with at least 1 − n−l probability.

This completes the proof.

Note that the time complexity of Algorithm 15 is smaller than that of Algorithm

14 by a factor of k, since the former only needs to accurately estimate the expected

prevention of one node set (i.e. S ′k), whereas the latter needs to ensure accurate

estimations for
(
n
k

)
node sets simultaneously.

Summary of steps. In summary, we integrate Algorithm 15 into RPS and obtain

an improved solution (referred to as RPS+) as follows. Given G, k, AC , ε, and l,

we first invoke Algorithm 14 to derive KPT ∗. After that, we feed G, k, AC , KPT ∗,

and a parameter ε∗ (as defined in [86]) to Algorithm 15, and obtain KPT+ in return.

Then, we compute θ = λ/KPT+, where λ is as defined in Equation 4.5. Finally, we

run Algorithm 12 with G, k, AC , and θ as the input and get the output S∗k as the

final result of prevention maximization.

By Theorems 4 and 5, Equation 4.8, and the union bound, RPS runs in O((k +

l)(m + n)(1/(1 − γ)) log n/ε2) expected time and it can be verified that when ε′ ≥

ε/
√
k, RPS+ has the same time complexity as RPS. Furthermore, RPS+ returns a
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(1− 1/e− ε)-approximate solution with at least 1− 3n−l probability and the success

probability can be increased to 1− n−l by scaling l up by a factor of 1 + log 3/ log n.

Finally, we note that the time complexity of RPS+ is near-optimal (up to the

instance-specific factor γ) under the MCIC model, as it is only a ( 1
1−γ ) log n factor

larger than the Ω(m+ n) lower-bound proved in Section 4.5 (for fixed k, l, and ε).

4.5 Lower Bounds

Comparison with Greedy. As mentioned previously, Greedy runs in O(kmnr)

time, where r is the number of Monte Carlo samples used to estimate the expected

prevention of each node set. Budak et al. do not provide a formal result on how

r should be set to achieve a (1 − 1/e − ε)-approximation ratio in the MCIC model;

instead, the authors only point out that when each estimation of expected prevention

has ε related error, Greedy returns a (1− 1/e− ε)-approximate solution for a certain

ε′ [19]. In the following lemma, we present a more detailed characterization of the

relationship between r and Greedy ’s approximation ratio in the MCIC model:

Lemma 10. Greedy returns a (1−1/e−ε)-approximate solution with at least 1−n−l

probability, if

r ≥ (8k2 + 2kε) · n · (l + 1) log n+ log k

ε2 ·OPTL
. (4.14)

Proof. Let S be any node set that contains no more than k nodes in G, and ξ(S) be

an estimation of E[π(S)] using r Monte Carlo steps. We first prove that, if r satisfies

Equation 4.14, then ξ(S) will be close to E[π(S)] with a high probability.

Let µ = E[π(S)]/n and δ = εOPTL/(2knµ). By the Chernoff bounds, we have
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Pr
[
|ξ(S)− E[π(S)]| > ε

2k
OPTL

]
= Pr

[∣∣∣∣r · ξ(S)

n
− r · E[π(S)]

n

∣∣∣∣ > ε

2kn
· r ·OPTL

]
= Pr

[∣∣∣∣r · ξ(S)

n
− r · E[π(S)]

n

∣∣∣∣ > δ · r · µ
]

< 2 exp

(
− δ2

2 + δ
· r · µ

)
= 2 exp

(
− ε2

(8k2 + 2kε) · n
· r · µ

)
= 2 exp((l + 1) log n+ log k)

=
1

k · nl+1
. (4.15)

Observe that, given G, k, and AC Greedy runs in k iterations, each of which

estimates the expected prevention f at most n node sets with sizes no more than k.

Therefore, the total number of node sets inspected by Greedy is at most kn. By

Equation 4.15 and the union bound, with at least 1− n−l probability, we have

|ξ(S ′)− E[π(S ′)]| ≤ ε

2k
OPTL (4.16)

for all those kn node sets S ′ simultaneously. In what follows, we analyze the accuracy

of Greedy ’s output, under the assumption that for any node set S ′ considered by

Greedy, it obtains a sample of ξ(S ′) that satisfies Equation 4.15. For convenience, we

abuse notation and use ξ(S ′) to denote the aforementioned sample.

Let S0 = ∅, and Si (i ∈ [1, k]) be the node set selected by Greedy in the i-th

iteration. We define xi = OPTL−π(Si), and yi(v) = π(Si−1 ∪{v})−π(si−1)) for any

node v. Let vi be the nodes that maximizes yi(vi). Then, yi(vi) ≥ xi−1/k must hold;

otherwise, for any size-k node set S, we have
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π(S) ≤ π(Si−1) + π(S \ Si−1)

≤ π(Si−1) + k · yi(vi)

< π(Si−1 + xi−1) = OPTL

which contradicts the definition of OPTL.

Recall that, in each iteration of Greedy, it add into Si−1 the node v that leads to

the largest ξ(Si−1 ∪ {v}). Therefore,

ξ(Si)− ξ(Si−1) ≥ ξ(Si ∪ {v})− ξ(Si−1). (4.17)

Combining Equations 4.16 and 4.17, we have

xi−1 − xi = π(Si)− π(Si−1)

≥ ξ(Si)−
ε

2k
OPTL − ξ(Si−1) +

(
ξ(Si−1)− π(Si−1)

)
≥ ξ(Si−1 ∪ {vi})− ξ(Si−1)−

ε

2k
OPTL +

(
ξ(Si−1)− π(Si−1)

)
≥ π

(
Si−1 ∪ {vi}

)
− π(Si−1)−

ε

k
OPTL

≥ 1

k
xi−1 −

ε

k
OPTL. (4.18)

Equation 4.18 leads to
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xk ≤
(
1− 1

k

)
· xk−1 +

ε

k
OPTL

≤
(
1− 1

k

)2 · xk−2 +
(
1 +

(
1− 1

k

))
· ε
k
OPTL

≤
(
1− 1

k

)k · x0 +
k−1∑
i=0

((
1− 1

k

)i · ε
k
OPTL

)
=
(
1− 1

k

)k ·OPTL +
(
1−

(
1− 1

k

)k) · ε ·OPTL
≤ 1

e
·OPTL −

(
1− 1

e

)
· ε ·OPTL.

Therefore,

π(Sk) = OPTL − xk

≤ (1− 1/e) · (1− ε) ·OPTL

≤ (1− 1/e− ε) ·OPTL.

Thus, the lemma is proved.

Assume that we know OPTL in advance and set r to the smallest value satisfy-

ing the above inequality, in Greedy ’s favour. In that case, the time complexity of

Greedy is O(k3lmn2ε−2 log n/OPTL). Towards comparing Greedy to RPS, we show

the following upper bound on the value of γ:

Claim 1. γ ≤ n
n+1

Proof. Let MR be the random instance of I(vc) used to compute R. Furthermore, let

us assume that |M | ≥ 2 so that at least one non-seed node is influenced by campaign

C. Then, from Lemma 5 and the definition of γ we have
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1

γ
= 1 +

m

n
· E[π({v∗})]
E[ω(MR)]

.

Then, observe that the expected number of nodes saved by v∗ is at least Pr[v∗ ∈

MR]. That is, if v∗ ∈ MR then campaign L can save at least one node, namely v∗

itself. Giving

Pr[v∗ ∈MR] =
∑
v∈MR

deg(v)

m

≥
∑
v∈MR

1

m

=
|MR|
m

.

Therefore, E[π({v∗})]
E[ω(MR)]

≥ 1
m

. Then, we have 1
γ
≥ 1 + m

n
· 1
m

= 1 + 1
n
. Thus, we get

γ ≤ n

n+ 1
,

which proves the claim.

Claim 1 shows that the expected runtime for RPS is at most O((k+l)mnε−2 log n).

As a consequence, given that OPTL ≤ n, the expected runtime of Greedy is always

more than the expected runtime of RPS. In practice, we observe that for typical

social networks OPTL � n and 1
1−γ � n+ 1 resulting in superior scalability of RPS

compared to Greedy. Table 4.3 confirms that 1
1−γ � n+ 1 on our small datasets.

A Lower Bound for EIL. In the theorem below, we provide a lower bound on the

time it takes for any algorithm to compute a β-approximation for the EIL problem

given uniform node sampling and an adjacency list representation. Thus, we rule out

the possibility of a sublinear time algorithm for the EIL problem for an arbitrary β.
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Theorem 6. Let 0 < ε < 1
10e

, β ≤ 1 be given. Any randomized algorithm for EIL

that returns a set of seed nodes with approximation ratio β, with probability at least

1− 1
e
− ε, must have a runtime of at least β(m+n)

24min{k,1/β} .

The proof of Theorem 6 uses Yao’s Minmax Lemma for the performance of Las

Vegas (LV) randomized algorithms on a family of inputs [89]. Precisely, the lemma

states that the least expected cost of deterministic LV algorithms on a distribution

over a family of inputs is a lower bound on the expected cost of the optimal random-

ized LV algorithm over that family of inputs. We build such an input family of lower

bound graphs via the use of a novel gadget.

Proof. Throughout the proof we assume all edge probabilities for both campaigns are

1.

Note first that for a graph consisting of p = n/2 connected pairs for which each

pair contains a node u ∈ AC , an algorithm must return at least βk nodes to obtain an

approximation ratio of β. Doing so in at most β2n/2 queries requires that 2βk ≤ β2n,

which implies 2k/β ≤ n. We can therefore assume 2k/β ≤ n.

The proof will use Yao’s Minmax Principle for the performance of Las Vegas (LV)

randomized algorithms on a family of inputs CITE. The lemma states that the least

expected cost of deterministic LV algorithms on a distribution over a family of inputs

is a lower bound on the expected cost of the optimal randomized LV algorithm over

that family of inputs. Define the cost of the algorithm as 0 if it returns a set of seed

nodes with approximation ratio better than β and 1 otherwise. As the cost of an

algorithm equals its probability of failure, we can think of it as a LV algorithm.

Assume for notational simplicity that β = 1/T where T is an integer. We will build

a family of lower bound graphs, one for each value of n (beginning from n = 1 + T );

each graph will have m ≤ n, so it will suffice to demonstrate a lower bound of

n
12T min{k,T} .
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We now consider the behaviour of a deterministic algorithm A with respect to

the uniform distribution on the constructed family of inputs. For a given value T

the graph would be made from k components of size 2T and p = n−2kT
2

connected

pairs (recall that 2kT = 2k/β ≤ n). Specifically, the k components of size 2T are

structured as follows: for each component there is a hub node vh that is connected to

2T − 2 leaf nodes and a node u ∈ AC . Furthermore, each of the p pairs also contains

one node u ∈ AC . If algorithm A returns seed nodes from l of the k components of

size 2T , it achieves a total prevention of l · (2T − 1) + (k − l) since choosing either

the hub node vh or any leaf node will result in saving all 2T − 1 eligible nodes in the

component. Thus, to attain an approximation factor better than β = 1
T

, we must

have l · (2T − 1) + (k − l) ≥ 1
T
· k · (2T − 1), which implies l ≥ k

2T
for any T > 1.

Suppose k > 12T . The condition l ≥ k
2T

implies that at least k
2T

of the large

components must be queried by the algorithm, where each random query has proba-

bility k·(2T−1)
n−(p+k) ≥

kT
n

of hitting a large component. If the algorithm makes fewer than

n
6T 2 queries, then the expected number of components hit is n

6T 2 · kTn = k
6T

. Chernoff

bounds then imply that the probability of hitting more than k
2T

components is no

more than e−
k
6T
·2/3 ≤ 1

e4/3
< 1− 1

e
− ε, a contradiction.

If k ≤ 12T then we need that l ≥ 1, which occurs only if the algorithm queries at

least one of the k · (2T − 1) vertices in the large components. With n
k·(2T−1) queries,

for n large enough, this happens with probability less than 1
e
− ε, a contradiction.

We conclude that, in all cases, at least n
24T min{k,T} queries are necessary to obtain

an approximation factor better than β = 1
T

with probability at least 1 − 1
e
− ε, as

required.

By Yao’s Minmax Principle this gives a lower bound of Ω( n
24T min{k,T}) on the

expected performance of any randomized algorithm, on at least one of the inputs.

Finally, the construction can be modified to apply to non-sparse networks. For any
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d ≤ n, we can augment our graph by overlaying a d-regular graph with exponentially

small weight on each edge. This does not significantly impact the prevention of any

set, but increases the time to decide if a node is in a large component by a factor

of O(d) (as edges must be traversed until one with non-exponentially-small weight

is found). Thus, for each d ≤ n, we have a lower bound of Ω( nd
24T min{k,T}) on the

expected performance of A on a distribution of networks with m = nd edges.

4.6 Experiments

In this section, we present our experimental results. All of our algorithms are im-

plemented in C++ (available at https://github.com/stamps) and tested on a ma-

chine with dual 6 core 2.10GHz Intel Xeon CPUs, 128GB RAM and running Ubuntu

14.04.2.

Datasets. The network statistics for all of the datasets we consider are shown in

Table 4.2. We obtained the datasets from Laboratory of Web Algorithmics.3 We

divide the datasets by horizontal lines according to their size, small (S), medium (M),

and large (L).

Propagation Model. We consider the MCIC model (see Section 2.1) of Budak et

al. We set the propagation probability of each edge e as follows: we first identify the

node v that e points to, and then set p(e) = 1/i, where i denotes the in-degree of v.

This setting of p(e) is widely adopted in prior work [23, 22, 46, 87].

Parameters. Unless otherwise specified, we set ε = 0.1 in our experiments. We

set l in a way that ensures a success probability of 1 − 1/n. For Greedy, we set the

number of Monte Carlo steps to r = 10000, following the standard practice in the

literature. Note that this choice of r is to the advantage of Greedy because the value

3http://law.di.unimi.it/datasets.php

https://github.com/stamps
http://law.di.unimi.it/datasets.php
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of r required to achieve the same theoretical guarantees as RPS in our experiments

is always much larger than 10000. In each of our experiments, we repeat each run

ten times and report the average result. For simplicity, we set ∆ = 0 since the drop

off in accuracy of the Greedy approach ([19]) as ∆ increases is well documented by

Budak et al.

We are interested in simulating the misinformation prevention process when the

bad campaign C has a sizable influence on the network to best demonstrate how

the techniques could be used in real world settings. That is, we believe the scenario

in which we are attempting to prevent the spread of misinformation when the bad

campaign has the ability to influence a large fraction of the network to be more

relevant than when only a very small number of users would adopt the bad campaign.

Towards this end, we first compute the top-k influential vertices for each network and

then randomly select the seed set AC from the top-1 and top-5 vertices for each

experiment. This process ensures the misinformation has a large potential influence

in the network.

The focus of our experiments is algorithm efficiency measured in runtime where

our goal is to demonstrate the superior performance of RPS compared to Greedy.

Meanwhile, we observed that the algorithm accuracy (measured in percentage of nodes

saved) of RPS matches Greedy very closely. Precisely, we observe that, consistent with

the results reported in [19], RPS quickly approaches a maximal expected prevention

value as k increases across all datasets. This is natural since both RPS and Greedy

are maximizing a submodular objective function in a greedy fashion. The novelty of

RPS addresses the scalability hurdle in a similar sense to Borgs et al. [15] in relation

to Kempe et al. [52]. For a detailed comparison of the accuracy of Greedy compared

to a number of natural heuristics we refer the interested reader to [19].

Running-time Results. First, we plot the runtimes of Greedy and RPS for a
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Name |V | |E| Average degree

nethept 15,229 62,752 4.1
word assoc 10,617 72,172 6.8
dblp-2010 326,186 1,615,400 6.1
cnr-2000 325,557 3,216,152 9.9
ljournal-2008 5,363,260 79,023,142 28.5

Table 4.2: Dataset Statistics

100 101 102 103 104 105

Greedy

RPS

Time (s)

top1
top5

Figure 4.3: Runtimes comparison between RPS and Greedy for the wordassociation-
2011 dataset.
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Time (s)

top1
top5

Figure 4.4: Runtimes comparison between RPS and Greedy for the nethept dataset.
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Figure 4.5: Breakdown of computation time (s) for the word assoc datasets. Blue
stack corresponds to Algorithm 12, red to Algorithm 15, and green (which is almost
invisible) to Algorithm 14. Left: top1 and right: top5.
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Figure 4.6: Breakdown of computation time (s) for nethept dataset. Blue stack cor-
responds to Algorithm 12, red to Algorithm 15, and green (which is almost invisible)
to Algorithm 14. Left: top1 and right: top5.
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Figure 4.7: Runtimes (s) for small datasets. word assoc on the left and nethept on
the right with blue for top1 and red for top5.
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single seed in Figures 4.3 & 4.4 and observe that RPS provides a significant improve-

ment of several orders of magnitude over Greedy. Note, we only compare RPS to

Greedy on the smallest networks due to the substantial runtime required for Greedy.

Furthermore, for similar scaling issues of Greedy, we restrict our comparison to k = 1.

However, since both approaches scale linearly with k we can conclude that RPS offers

a tremendous runtime improvement over the approach of [19].

Next, we show the total runtimes (Figures 4.7, 4.10, 4.9, 4.11) and computation

breakdowns (Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.13, 4.12, 4.8) for each dataset. We observe that the

vast majority of the computation time is spent on generating the RRC sets for R.

Furthermore, the amount of time spent on refining KPT increases across all datasets

though remains a small fraction of the overall runtime. As expected, the time spent

computing KPT ∗ remains a very small fraction of total computation time due to

the small number of iterations of Algorithm 14 and only takes up a relatively large

fraction of the computation time on the cnr-2000 top5 dataset (Figure 4.13). The

density of the cnr-2000 network leads to larger RRC sets that results in a larger

fraction of time spent on computing KPT ∗ and refining KPT+.

We now compare the runtime trends of our results for the EIL problem to those

of [86] for the IM problem. Tang et al. report that, when k increases, the runtime

of their approach (TIM ) tends to decrease before eventually increasing. The authors

explain this by considering the breakdown of the computation times required by

each algorithm in TIM. The authors observe that the computation time is mainly

incurred by their analog to Algorithm 1 (the node selection phase) which is primarily

determined by the number θ of RR sets that need to be generated. The authors of

[86] have θ = λ/KPT+, where λ is analogous to ours, and KPT+ is a lower-bound

on the optimal influence of a size-k node set. In both the IC and MCIC models, the

analogs of λ and KPT+ increase with k, and it happens that for the IM problem,
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word assoc nethept
k top1 top5 top1 top5
1 23.4471 25.9804 48.3194 48.619
10 24.8521 26.6518 60.5 43.1875
20 24.7509 25.2607 57.0111 61.4167
max 10,618 10,618 15,230 15,230

Table 4.3: 1
1−γ values for small datasets.
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Figure 4.8: Breakdown of computation time (s) for ljournal-2008. Blue stack corre-
sponds to Algorithm 12, red to Algorithm 15, and green to Algorithm 14. Left is top1
and right is top5.

Tang et al. observe that the increase of KPT+ is more pronounced than that of λ for

smaller values of k, which leads to the decrease in TIM ’s runtime.

On the contrary, for the EIL problem, the increase of KPT+ does not dominate

to a point that the runtime of RPS decreases as k increases. Instead, we see a linear

increase in runtime as k increases for all the networks considered (Figures 4.7, 4.10,

4.9, 4.11). To explain, consider how KPT+ grows in each setting. In the MCIC

model we see that KPT+ rapidly approaches its maximal value which corresponds

to the growth of KPT+ plateauing much sooner. In contrast, in the IC model, the

analogous KPT+ value continues to grow at a significant rate for a wider range of k

values since the ceiling for the maximal influence is not tied to a second campaign, as

it is in the MCIC model. As such, the influence estimates do not level off as quickly.

This translates to the growth of KPT+ outpacing the growth of λ.
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Figure 4.9: Runtimes (s) for the dblp dataset. Left: top1 and right: top5.
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Figure 4.10: Runtimes (s) for the cnr dataset. Left: top1 and right: top5.
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Figure 4.11: Runtimes (s) for large dataset. Listed left to right: ljournal-2008 top1,
ljournal-2008 top5.
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Figure 4.12: Breakdown of computation time (s) for the dblp dataset. Blue stack
corresponds to Algorithm 12, red to Algorithm 15, and green to Algorithm 14. Leftt:
top1 and right: top5.
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Figure 4.13: Breakdown of computation time (s) for the cnr dataset. Blue stack
corresponds to Algorithm 12, red to Algorithm 15, and green to Algorithm 14. Left:
top1 and right: top5.
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Figure 4.14: Memory consumption (Gb) for the small datasets. Blue corresponds to
top1 and red to top5. Listed left to right: word assoc, nethept.
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Figure 4.15: Memory consumption (Gb) for the medium and large datasets. Blue
corresponds to top1 and red to top5. Listed left to right: cnr, dblp, ljournal.

Memory Consumption. Our final set of experiments monitors the memory con-

sumption required to store the RRC set structure R. We observe that the size of R

for the EIL problem is larger than that required by the IM problem. In the “hyper-

graph” nomenclature due to Borgs et al. R is viewed as a hypergraph with each RRC

set in R corresponding to a hyperedge. We observe that the hyperedges generated for

the IM problem are non-empty in every iteration of the algorithm. Additionally, each

hyperedge has relatively small size. The result is that the hypergraph generated for

the IM problem is very dense, but each hyperedge is relatively “light” (i.e. it contains

few nodes).

In contrast, in each iteration of RPS we have a substantial probability to pro-

duce an empty RRC set, since we require that a randomly selected node is in the

randomized BFS tree resulting from the influence propagation process initialized at

AC . Even though our seed sets for campaign C are chosen at random from the top-k

sets, and thus are highly influential (resulting in a large randomized BFS tree), the

probability of overlap with a randomly selected node is still small due to the vast size

of the networks considered. These empty RRC sets are necessary for the computation

of the expected prevention to be accurate, but results in a hypergraph that differs

significantly from that of the IM problem.

In particular, since the generateRRC algorithm is a deterministic BFS (with spe-
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cialized stopping conditions to account for cutoff nodes) it reaches a much larger

fraction of the network. Therefore, while there are far fewer non-empty hyperedges

generated, they are much larger in size: often on the order of half the network. Thus,

the resulting hypergraph is sparse, but contains very “heavy” edges.

These two opposing metrics, a dense hypergraph with “light” hyperedges versus

a sparse hypergraph with “heavy” hyperedges, result in the latter requiring more

memory to store. Memory consumption statistics are shown in Figures 4.14 & 4.15.

We observe that, while the size of the RRC sets when considering top5 seed nodes

will on average be smaller, the increased number of samples required results in more

memory usage on average for top5 seeds sets. This separation is most pronounced on

the massive ljournal-2008 dataset. Despite a larger memory requirement compared

to the single campaign setting we show that our approach has the ability to scale

far beyond what was achieved by Budak et al. and provides orders of magnitude

improvement for the runtime.

4.7 Future Work

In future work we plan to apply the techniques introduced for RPS to the multi-

campaign LT model as introduced in [44] in order to have solutions in the two most

prominent influence propagation models. Additionally, we are motivated to further

reduce the γ factor of RPS by investigating if we can sample directly from the non-

empty RRC sets and avoid unnecessary simulation the spread of the bad campaign.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

Misinformation Removal. We studied the problem of minimizing the time required

to eliminate misinformation propagating through a social network given a budget of

searchers. Since the search time problem is NP-complete, even for directed acyclic

graphs, we introduced an updated approximation algorithm for clearing networks

that allows for greater scalability. We investigated how a natural split and conquer

style strategy compares to our strategy and found that our approach outperforms

the (intuitively appealing) split and conquer strategy on a broad range of networks.

Furthermore, the experimental analysis showed that our general strategy for clearing

a network, which uses our Plank algorithm as a subroutine, was able to achieve

scalability to very large online networks, on the order of billions of edges.

Feedback Arc Set. Our investigation of the feedback arc set problem resulted

in a thorough experimental comparison of several algorithms on a range of datasets.

We presented highly optimized implementations of GreedyFAS, BergerShorFAS, and

the sorting-based heuristics. Within each of the three complexity classes of algorithms

we observed an overall trend showing a trade off between scalability and quality. We

observed an approximate maximum scalability of 300K arcs for the O(n2) algorithms,

3.5M arcs for the O(n log n) algorithms, and 50B arcs for the O(m+n) algorithms. We
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achieved approximate FAS sizes of 3-20%, 23-40%, and 11-17% for the best algorithms

of the O(m+n), O(n log n), and O(n2) runtime categories, respectively. We conclude

that GreedyFAS and BergerShorFAS provide the best balance between scalability

and solution quality. GreedyFAS is the algorithm that produces always either the

smallest or a very close second smallest FAS size while being a fast algorithm in

general. In particular our G-arr implementation scales to the biggest dataset we

consider, clueweb12, with more than 42 billion arcs.

In addition, we presented global graph properties that signal the expected per-

formance of several algorithm for the FAS problem. In particular, we can look to

the skew of the top-k vertices as an indication of when the GreedyFAS and Berg-

erShorFAS algorithms are expected to perform favourably. For the sorting-based

approaches, we can use the sparsity of G as an indication of the expected perfor-

mance. Finally, we presented a detailed discussion of the reasons behind the relative

performance observed between the approaches considered.

Misinformation Prevention. We presented RPS, a novel and scalable ap-

proach to the EIL problem for studying the prevention of misinformation propagating

through a social network. We gave proofs of correctness and a detailed running-time

analysis of our approach. Furthermore, we experimentally verified the performance

of our algorithm on a collection of large social networks and observed a significant

improvement over the state-of-the-art Greedy approach. Finally, we provided addi-

tional theoretical results in the form of two lower bounds: one on the running-time

requirement for any approach to solve the EIL problem and another of the number

of Monte Carlo simulations required by Greedy to return a correct solution with high

probability. We follow up the second lower bound result by showing that it implies

that the expected runtime of RPS is always less than the expected runtime of Greedy.
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